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who teaches me what strength really is
V
Preface
This report originated from a term paper for David Martinez's seminar on
Ancient Magic in the Fall of 1994. Dr. Martinez has been a source of
energy and inspiration to me during the long research time for this project;
his discerning eye caught many of my mistakes, and he taught me a great
lesson about the painstaking effort involved in perfecting a text. His deep
understanding of both the ancient Greek magical traditions and other
religious ways of thought consistently challenged my outlook on the
material, and his modesty and willingness to discuss alternatives infused
our tutorials with an air of mutual respect and cooperation. I also wish to
thank Peter Green for his constant interest in my project. He was one of
the first scholars to methodically investigate the Greek magical texts, and
his views on the subject remain accurate and insightful even in light of all
the new theories on ancient magic being published today. I have deep
respect for these two scholars and I feel privileged to have had the
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Papyrus P. Berol. 21243 1 stands as a landmark in the written record
of the mysterious Greek magical papyri. The Berlin text is one of the
oldest extant magical papyri, dating to the Augustan period, and was
found in mummy cartonnage at Abusir-el-Melek; it is also one of the
earliest surviving fragments from a magical handbook. Undoubtedly the
spells recorded reflect magical charms from an earlier date,2 and thus
throughout this paper I shall refer to P. Berol. 21243 as a late Hellenistic
magical text.
Two columns containing three spells, two erotic love-charms and
one headache spell, are visible on the papyrus. The language of the
charms is often formal and classical with a few epic forms thrown in here
and there for metrical purposes;
3 traces of dactylic hexameter and iambic
trimeter appear in both columns. The entire text is written in a poetic and
often literary style, including the headache charm at the end of the
papyrus. The absence of magical words which are so frequent in later
Greek magical texts is also striking.4
Column 1 offers us a glimpse of language common in later magical
texts as well as motifs familiar from Greek literature. The overall effect of
such composition is unique and may reflect the early date of the papyrus,
a period in the written record of magical texts when the Greek and
1 P. Berol. 21243 = PGM CXXII.
2 C. Faraone. "Aphrodite's KESTOS and Apples for Atalanta" Phoenix 44 (1990) 235.
3 For example, dOavcrroici QeoTciv (column 1. 8); eoT (column 2. 9).
4 W. Brashear. "Ein berliner Zauberpapyrus" ZPE 33 (1979) 262.
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Egyptian elements had been syncretized but still remained distinct within
the spells. The Greek tone of lines 5-14 may also suggest that at the time
the potential audience for the magical spells in Greek Egypt was not as
assimilated as in later centuries. 5 Moreover, the spells may reflect a
period in ancient magical tradition when magical charms resembled
earlier metrical incantations. The love-charm of Column 1 concludes with
a dramaturgic recitation in a distinctly Egyptian narrative pattern.
Column 2 is more Egyptian in tone throughout. This section
highlights the syncretistic nature of P. Berol. 21243; the spells exhibit ethnic
influences from both the Egyptian and Greek magical traditions. Specific
Egyptian myths are called to mind by objects mentioned and the various
gods involved in the recitation, yet Hellenic qualities, albeit of a more
subdued and syncretized nature than those in Column 1, are still present.
The first spell, a love-charm, employs Egyptian myths and also a hymn to
Helios that includes threats against a divinity. The second spell against
headache is Egyptian throughout. These distinct Egyptian qualities of
Column 2 serve to place the papyrus as a whole in a late Hellenistic
magical context, an early and transitional time in the production of the
surviving Greek magical papyri.
5 Lewis has traced the patterns of assimilation throughout the Hellenistic period in many
different areas of Greek Egypt, and he concludes that less fusion of the two cultures
existed first only in late Ptolemaic times did Greeks and Egyptians (in outlying areas
especially in Upper Egypt) truly assimilate in language and social mores to the other
culture (Lewis, N. Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt: Case Studies in the Social History of the
Hellenistic World. Oxford 1986).
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PART I. Textual Commentary. Column 1.
Column I begins with a claim of sacred origins (lines 1-5):
eTtcobcov ck xr\c eupeGeicric
ev
f
HXio\){c} 7toAei ev xr\ iepa pupAcoi xr\ mAou-
pivr| 'Eppou ev tcoi abuxcoi AiyuTmoic
ypappaciv Kai BiepfJT|ve'OoevTcov 'EAAr|vi-
KOIC.
Publication of spells from the < > (?) found in Heliopolis in
the temple library in the holy book called 'of Hermes/
(written) in Egyptian and translated into Greek.6
1 • this term means "extract" or "exportation" in a reference to
material goods for trade in P. Cair. Zen. 93.13; 7 a logical extension of this
meaning is "extract" in the sense of "excerpt." 8 It has also been suggested
that here takes on a rarer meaning unparalleled in other texts
from the Greek magical papyri: "publication." 9 The term may then refer
to the actual "recovery of charms out of the temple, their translation and
introduction into the Greek world." 10 In this attractive reading, the term
anticipates the following assertion that the spells were translated
from an ancient Egyptian book of Hermes found in the adyton of his
temple in Heliopolis.
6 Translations mine unless otherwise noted.
7 LSJ 11. 3.
6 So Faraone (1990) 232 and Betz 316.
9 Suppl. Mag. II p. 112.
10 Ibid p. 112.
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2-3 ev 'HAiodIcJ tcoXei ev zr\ iepa pt>pA,a>i xf\ KatarupivTi ’Ep|iou ev
ion aSuTou : in all likelihood the connection to an ancient temple of
Hermes is tendentious; such claims for specific Egyptian hieratic sources
are part of a long tradition in the Greek magical papyri of ascribing
mysterious origins to charms in order to increase their efficacy. 11 This
common ancient practice was "a kind of 'Egyptianism' - the romantic
attribution of whatever was mysterious, powerful, and ancient in
character to Egypt and its fabulous gods."12 Heliopolis, a city revered for
its magical practices, had flourished in Ancient Egypt; the Egyptian diety
heka, the goddess of magic, was worshipped there as a primeval deity and
thus, in the minds of the ancients, connected the city to her immense
magical power. 13 Although Heliopolis was in severe economic decline by
the time of Augustus, the city still had the reputation of being one of the
most sacred and revered places in Egypt. 14 Accordingly, simple mention
of the name "Heliopolis" here associates the upcoming love-spell with
11 Brashear 265. Cf. P. Oxy. vol. 11. 1382. 19-20; P. Oxy. vol. 6. 886. 2-4; PGM IV. 885-7.
Common in literature of other genres and cultures is the motif of exoticism gained by
contact with Egyptian temples and priests. Moses, Orpheus, Solon, Pythagoras and even
Plato were acknowledged to have learned and sat at the feet of Egyptian priests. Plut. V.
Sol. 26 and Plat. Tim. 21E-22A mention Solon in this context, and informationregarding
the Greek philosophers in general appears in Diod. Sic. I. 96-8 (Fowden, The Egyptian
Hermes 15). Also cf. Plut. Is. and Os. 10.
13 D. Frankfurter. "The Magic ofWriting and the Writing of Magic: The Power of the
Word in Egyptian and Greek Traditions" Helios 21 no. 2 (1994) 189.
13 G. Pinch. Magic in Ancient Egypt (University of Texas Press 1994) 63.
14 Brashear 265.
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generic ancient magical powers particularly exotic because of their
connection with the revered magical city. 15
2-3 iepa pupA-coi, xcot &B\>tg)i: the iepa a standard Greek term
for the Egyptian "Book of the Gods,"16 also connects the Berlin text to
magical powers from the exotic past as does the reference to the dsmov.
This term may be an Hellenized reference to the Egyptian "bw dsr" or
"segregated place," the location of the image of the god, the holiest of holy
places of oriental temples, the place "where no man may enter." 17 P. Berol.
21243 describes this precinct as 'Epgob. Perhaps the dBuTov then is the
temple library, the home of Egyptian Thoth, the inventor of writing, 18 a
god often called Hermes Trismegistus or simply 'Epjirjc his divine
ownership of the book and the spells could only enhance their magical
potential.
3-5 AiyujiTioic ypdp.|iaciv Kal Siepp/nvEuGevTcov 'EA,A/nviKoic : the
five-line introduction to P. Berol. 21243 concludes with the claim that the
spells were written originally in Egyptian script and later translated into
Greek.19 Again, this assertion is unlikely. It is worth mentioning that
15 Cf. PGM XXXVI. 106-110: kH>o{ goi, 6 mi eprincov mi yevapevoc icyopoc oeoc, ov
eyevvricev A,euicri yoipac, aXoam, £iaoaAAaoa, ccAaioo, 6 avacpaveic ev nrAoucia), ev 'HMou
rcoA-ei, mxexcov pdpSov ciSripav, kxA,.
16 Suppl. Mag. 11. p. 113.
17 S. Morenz. Egyptian Religion 100. Cf. Rosetta Stone N 7 ( Urk., 11.172).
18 Cf. J. Griffiths. Plutarch's De Iside et Osiride. University of Wales Press 1970, 519-521.
19 Here is an instance of a substitution of the masculine participle for a feminine subject:
si£ppr)VB\)o£vxcov (line 4) almost certainly refers to £tcco6cov from £7icpsf) (line 5). Such
substitution may be a mistake on the part of the scribe. Later in P. Berol 21243 another
gender mishap occurs. Line 13 reads the masculine participle (piAfov with reference to the
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none of the claims in this section, however, are based solely on an Hellenic
desire for exoticism; many ancient Egyptian spells themselves boasted
about their antiquity and origins, claiming that they were used by royalty
or originated in holy places 20 Whether or not such tendentious claims are
Greek or Egyptian, from the point of view of the recipient of this charm
the boasts tie the upcoming love-spells to a mystical and powerful past.
The papyrus continues with a spell evocative of the Greek literary
tradition separated from the introduction by a small wavy line to the left
of the text. Lines 7-14 are in corrupt hexameter:21
£7ll £7tCpBf) • xpic •
k[ov] Kaipiov aiei ppcoxov I ovr|xoic av-
-8 opco7coic Kai aoavaxoici oeoiciv I r\ av
Bco iir)Xcp xe
7iavxa T)7cepoep£vri pawoixo en' epfii
feminine beloved. Gignac states that masculine participles are used for feminine nouns
"not only through association in contexts in which the masculine is more common, but
also when there are no such predominant contextual influences" (Grammar 11, 130f.). This
practice becomes more common in the later papyri but appears in other texts that fall
fairly near P. Berol. 21243 in time: BGU 1013.15 (A.D. 41-68): r\ ogoXoycov; P. Ryl. 151. 5-12
(A. D. 40): 'Hpai<;... eiaeA.oo)v ... Kai... cmvAxxfkov.
20 The demoticpapyrus of London and Leiden, for example, a papyrus dating from 1300-
1200 BC thatreflects texts from c. 1900 -1800 BC (gynaecological charms, spells for bums
and eye-diseases, etc.), is said to have appeared out of nowhere in a temple during the
reign of King Khufu, c. 2500 BC (Pinch 63).
21 This segment of the papyrus (1. 5-14) contains many textual problems (Suppl . Mag. II
p. 115). The hexameters of lines 8-9 (r| av Sco (if)Axp xe Patao p.f|?up xe lines 9-10
(mvxa \)7iepoe|ievri gawoixo kn' egrii (piA6xr|xi) are certain but the remaining lines are
difficult. Lines 7-8 (ovrixoic dvopco7ioic Kai doavaxoia oeoiciv) may be an hexameter with a
short Kai (by correption) and the final short -i- of the epic dative plural dvOpamoic. Line
6-7 (from the second syllable of Bax:co to (3pcoxov) could be the last half of an hexameter if
Kaipiov and ppcoxov are viewed as glosses put into the originally pure hexametrical line
by an "unmetrical" scribe to help explain the proper use of the spell.
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I t)te ev %£ipi Xdpopujca cpayoi
12 rj ev KaGfhai pf|
mucarco (piAcbv ge- K/uTtpoyeveia
£7iaOlBf|V.22
Incantation [to be spoken] three times over an apple: I shall strike
with apples and I shall provide (?) this timely love-spell to eat
for both mortal people and immortal gods. To whatever woman I
give it and throw an apple and hit with an apple, setting
everything else aside, may she be mad with love for me; whether
she takes it in her hand and eats it or whether it rests in her
lap, may she not stop loving me. O goddess born on Cyprus,
fulfill for me this perfect charm.
5 E7cl p.f|A,o[,o] E7i(pBf| • Tpic i the spell was probably to be recited three
times over apples; the number of apples is unclear from what follows.
Instruction to repeat spells three times for efficacy are common in the
Greek magical texts (as is the number three in general). 23 Faraone cites
evidence from Near-Eastern love-spells in support of this reading 24
5-14 p.riA,a : imagery of apple-throwing appears consistently throughout
Greek literature and in all instances the fruits are tokens of affection, most
famously in Catullus' poem 65.19-20: ut missum sponsi furtiuo munere
malum / procurrit casto virginis e gremio. Plutarch, Vergil and Ovid all make
22 The Greek text follows Suppl. Mag. 72 with the exception of line 9.
23 Brashear 266; Faraone (1990) 233 n. 32 and 235 n. 36. For instruction to repeat a spell
three times cf. PGM IV. 986; for the use of three efficacious Homeric verses cf. PGM IV.
2145 ff.
24 Faraone (1990) 234-6.
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use of this motif. 25 Apples as love-tokens appear in Hellenistic love-
poetry as well; Theocritus writes:
'liutogevric, okoc sf| xocv mpoevov fjo£A£ yagcu,
paA’ £v %£pciv eAcov spogov avuEV a 5’ ’AxaAavxa
doc iBev, cdc £gavr|, dk ec paoi)v aAax’ Epcoxa. 26
Moreover, apples were not considered only symbols of affection but
tokens that produced sexual desire in females; two epigrams attributed to
Plato make the connection between apples and female sexuality quite
explicit:
Tco gf|Acp paXAco ae - ai) 5’ et fiev eKouaa (piXcic g£,
xfic arjc 7rapo£vvr|c gExaSoc-
d 5’ ap’ o gf| yiyvoixo voeic, tout’ auxo AaPouca
aKe\|/ai xf|v copr|v cbc oAiyoxpovioc.27
The second epigram personalizes the love of the pursuing man:
MfjAov £yco- (3aAA£t fie cpiAcbv ae tic. aAV knivevcov,
Havot7urr| • Kayob Kai cx> gapawog£oa. 2B
As such tokens of of sexual affection apples served an important ritual
function in Greek wedding ceremonies. A precept in an alleged law of
Solon required brides to eat a "Kydonian grjXov" before entering the bridal
chamber with her husband,29 and apples were thrown directly at the bride
25 For a fairlycomplete list of occurrences of the apple-motif in Graeco-Roman literature
cf. A. Littlewood. "The Symbolismof the Apple" HSCP 72 (1967) 48-81. For a
description of the apple as a symbol of love because of its numerous seeds, cf. E.S.
McCartney, "How the Apple Became the Token of Love" TAPA 56 (1925) 70f.; For the
contrary view that apples served as aphrodisiacs rather than symbols of fertility, cf.
Faraone (1990) p. 230-1, esp. n. 25.
26 Idyll 3. 40-42. Also cf. Idyll 5. 88: Kai poAoia xov ainoXov a KAeapicxa / xac aryac
xapeAavxa Kai aB6 xi 7io7i7rucXidBei; and Idyll 6. 6f.
27 AP 5. 79.
28 AP 5. 80.
Plut. Solon 20. 3; Faraone (1990) 231.
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during an Athenian wedding. Presentation of grjtax as wedding gifts or
engagement presents to the couple signified the sexual excitement of the
upcoming wedding night. 30
That this ritual pervaded Athenian society is intimated by a
parody in Aristophanes' Clouds; Aristophanes implies that the youth
Pheidippides and his crowd are effeminate enough for a. female prostitute
to throw apples at them. 31 Of course Aristophanes employed this gender
reversal for comic effect, but the joke signifies something more: the
Athenian audience was familiar enough with this ritual to understand the
slight Pheidippides had received by being pelted with the fruit that was
believed to cause sexual excitment in women. Obviously at weddings and
perhaps on other occasions apples were thrown at women in order to
engender sexual desire toward men Greeks felt that in matters of erotic
love the chances for the female's willing reciprocation were increased
when a love-token such as an apple was involved.
Perhaps the clearest example of the magical effect that the love-
token apple has over a woman appears in the myth of Acontius and
Faraone (1990) 230; cf. B. O. Foster “Notes on the Symbolismof the Apple in Classical
Antiquity" HSCP 10 (1899) 39-55; Faraone cites M. Detienne, Dionysos Slain, tr. M.
Muellner and L. Muellner (Baltimore 1979) 41-44.
31 Ar. Nubes 996-7: (iris’ eu; 6pxr|GTpisa<; eiaqtxeiv, i'va p.f| rcpoq touna K£%r|VG)<; pf]A,(p PXt|oei<;
vno 7copviB(o\) xf\c, zvKXeiaq d7ioOpa\)oofi(; I tend to read Aristophanes as a link
between ancient literature and ancient reality, for many practices, jokes and habits
reflected in his plays still occur in modem Greece. His mention of the apples as love-
tokens lends more credence to the theory that motif of apple-throwing in literary works is
an actual reflection of practice.
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Cydippe. 32 Acontius, a Cean youth, arrives at Athens for a festival and
falls madly in love with Cydippe, the beautiful and unmarried daughter of
a noble Athenian. He must have her, and so after inscribing an apple with
the words "I swear by the sanctuary of Diana to marry Acontius" he
throws it at Cydippe as she sits in the goddess' sanctuary. Cydippe picks
up the apple, reads aloud the message and throws the fruit away in anger.
By her speech however, the spell written on the apple has been cast
inexorably and Diana causes Cydippe to fall deathly ill as she waits to be
married off to a suitor of her father's choice. Her father finally realizes
that Cydippe will be permanently ill until she is married to Acontius, and
so it happens. The apples in the love-charm of P. Berol. 21243 serve a
similar function for the client, the pursuer of the beloved. Their power as
tokens of love grows as the spell is repeatedly recited over them, and thus,
their efficacy as symbols of the client's power over the beloved is
strengthened. Perhaps the client actually threw the apples as the charm
was recited, but regardless of the praxis, the mention of apples in this
magical context was enough to bring their powerful connection to sexual
love into play over the desired person.
The description of the lustful effect of such apples on women in
Catullus' second poem is worth noting here as well. Catullus speaks of
his love for Lesbia with an allusion to the myth of Atalanta:
tam gratum est mihi quam ferunt puellae
pemici aureolum fuisse malum,
32 Cf. Ovid Heroides 20, 21 and Aristaenetus Epist. x. 10. The myth of Acontius and
Cydippe is also found in several fragments of ancient poets, most notably Callimachus'
Aetia Book 111, fragments 67-75.
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quod zonam soluit diu ligatam (Ha. 1-3).
Here the apples are the means by which Atalanta releases her sexuality
and accepts her desire for Hippomenes. The earliest source for the topos of
an apple as a love-token connected with the myth of Atalanta appears in a
fragmentary papyrus of the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women:
aoxap o [ tcoJSecci g[
r\ 8’ ahp’ 6Sco’ ''Ap7roia pex[a%pov{oici ttoSeccw
£gpap\jP • a\)xa[p o] %£ipi xo ScuxEpov ti[k£ xapa^E-
mi sf| e%ev Suo pf|Aa tuoScoktic Si’ ’Ax[aAavxr| •
eyyuc Bf| f]v xeAeoc • o Se to xpixov f|K£
cuv xcbi 8’ Gavaxov Kai icf|[pa piAawav,
£cxr| 8’ apTtveicov Kai [ ] [ ] cop [ 33
This fragment does not describe the emotional or physical effect of the
apples thrown by Hippomenes, but as we saw in Theocritus above, for
example,34 the apples certainly served as a stimulant for Atalanta's desire
toward her suitor 35 In this context it has been suggested that column 1 of
P. Berol 21243 contains an actual fragment from the Hesiodic catalogue,
and in consideration of the other literary excerpts used in the magical
papyri as words of power or authority, this theory may be valid 36 On the
other hand, Hesiod is never quoted in any other extant magical text, and
33 fr. 76.17-23 West. It is worth noting that in the Hesiodic fragment, the apples are
thrown on the ground rather than directly at Atalanta, but given that all the varying
accounts of the story, including the account of Theocritus mentioned above, mention
apples and Atalanta's subsequent capitulation, it seems safe to say that the two elements
are the framework of the story; clearly, apples were an integral part of the myth and were
directly related to Atalanta's change of heart.
34 Theoc. 3. 40-42.
35 Faraone (1990) 232-33.
36 Ibid 234 n. 24.
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given the common use of apples in marriage and engagement rituals, it is
perhaps better to consider the apple-motif of P. Berol. 21243 simply as a
motif taken from Greek ritual and incorporated into the early erotic spell
in hexameter for the sake of its symbolic usefulness in the realm of erotic
love; clearly mention of ritual love-tokens would be considered efficacious
for the love charm. 37 Moreover, if the verses were such an efficacious
excerpt from literature, it seems likely that they would occur in the
magical papyri more often. 38 On the other hand, considering the early
date of this text, the sole occurrence of this motif in all the Greek magical
texts does not rule out the theory that the apple-charm of P. Berol. 21243 is
at least based upon a fragment from the Hesiodic Catalogue. Other
sections of the Berlin papyrus display rather poetic rhythm and language
unparalleled in later magical texts, but in light of the scanty support for
either position, we can only speculate.
A structural aspect of the apple-spell may serve to place it into a
more literary context. The use of the future tense in line 6 (Pa[A]co and
scocco) resemble what Faraone calls the "performative future" tense found
37 Faraone has noted a possibleconnection between the apple-spell of P. Berol 21243 and
a cuneiform collection of Near Eastern ritual texts used by men to attract and seduce
women. In these spells the beloved eats the fruit, Inanna (Sumerian for Ishtar, often
synonymous with Aphrodite) is invoked, and in the end the male pursuer can make love
to her (Faraone 233). The parallel here is striking and ought not to be overlooked, but in
light of the more profuse literary evidence for the use of apples as love-tokens in Hellenic
culture, an influence from the Greek literary tradition coupled with actual known Greek
ritual practice seems the likeliest possibility.
38 The same Homeric quotations employed for magical efficacy, for example, occur
repeatedly in the Greek magical texts. An Homeric verse recited in order to win friends (II
10.193; PGM IV. 469-70) is repeated in other spells for friends (PGM IV. 833-34; 2145).
Likewise, three other verses from Homer (11. 10. 564 ; 10.521; 10.572) occur at PGM IV. 47-
73, 821-23, 2146ff., in spells relating to divine assistance.
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in many Greek poems,
39 especially works of Pindar and Theocritus.40
Such a future in the first person is often coupled with a deictic pronoun,
the adverb vbv, or some other reference to material used in the ritual
performance of the supposed action. 41 Pindar's examples are also
matched with imperatives addressed toward a divine helper. 42 The
futures of P. Berol. 21243 appear in the first person with a deictic t6Be as
well as the command to Aphrodite:
striking structural similarity, yet even Faraone notes that the corruption of
the text of P. Berol. 21243 in these first few lines makes it impossible to
prove anything definitive about these "performative futures;" the rite may
simply be a preparatory recitation in which true futures are used.43
Again, any literary connections involved in such language remain
doubtful.
8-9 fj av Ba> gf|A,cp t’ e|3aA,ov |xf|X,(p te : 44 there has been
much technical discussion over the language of lines 8-9. The use of the
relative pronoun only once in conjunction with three different verbs in
three different constructions is not rare 45 The problem appears in the
verb — the first person personal ending appears in two cases at
39 Claude Calame firstnamed this future "performative;" cf. Calame "Legendary
Narration and Poetic Procedure in Callimachus' Hymn to Apollo," from Callimachus, eds.,
M. A. Harder, R. F. Regtuit, and G. C. Walker, Hellenistica Groningana 1 (Groningen 1993).
Faraone cites Pind. 01. 10. 78-79, 01. 11.11-14. Nem. 9. 9-10, 01. 9. 25 (Faraone [1995] 1).
41 Faraone (1995) 3.
42 Ibid 3.
43 Ibid 10.
44 This text is taken from Suppl. Mag. II p. 107 following Malotmini'semendation of these
lines.
45 Kiihner-Gerth Grammatik 11 432.
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the end of the verb stem; -a- is written in the lower half of the line and
-co- appears superscript above. The letters are flanked by a vertical stroke
with a small curve to the left at the bottom. Is this a correction of the verb
from an aorist to a future tense or is this an economical condensation of
two verbs into one? Brashear suggests the latter, and in his reading the
line denotes three distinct moments in time: "Ich
... (Gegenwart), ich
bewarf mit einem Apfel (Vergangenheit) und ich werde mit einem Apfel
schlagen (Zukunft)." 46 "1.. . (present), I threw an apple (past), and I will
throw an apple (future)." However, considering r\ av Bco at the beginning
of the line, it seems more likely to assume that the writer of the spell was
correcting his mistake of x’ to xe (aorist subjunctive). 47
This correctionwould necessitate the emendation of xepoAov to xepoAco
(also aorist subjunctive) 48 The vertical stroke with a small curve at the
bottom of would then mark the corrected tense for the magician
reciting the charm.
10-13 7idvxa l)7cepoE|iEV'n iiaivovuo etc' £}itii
cpiXoxriTi I lyre ev xeipi taxPo[a)]ca <pdyoi
il ev koXtccoi KaGfjiai p,fi
46 Brashear 268.
47 Maltomini 247-8. However, forms of the indicative were substituted for forms of the
subjunctive frequently in papyri. I cite two examples from the 3rd century: iva ...
(P. Flor. 175. 27-9); eiva ... Bia7re(nj/£Toa (P. Oxy. 1068. 5). The converse occurs
as well, though not as frequently. The earliest examples of such confusion between the
indicative and subjunctive appear on inscriptions dating from as early as the third
century BC (MS, 166) (Gignac, vol. ii, p. 358-9).
Suppl. Mag. II p. 116.
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Tiaucavuo pe : these lines contain language repeated in
both older papyri and Greek literary sources. The client requests that the
beloved "put everything aside:" mvxa \>7iepoepevri; this stock phrase
occurs in personal letters from the third century B.C. especially when the
writer needs a favor.49
The request continues with the verb pafvoixo; both verbs and
adjectives related to pafvopai are common in love-spells of the magical
papyri, so thus it is significant that the verb pafvopai occurs in literary
analyses of madness brought on by love as well. Plato speaks of the
"tyrant-type" of madman who rages with insanity brought on by his
desires:
ev avspi 5e f|yei xa xouxuxa ev aMwCp xivi eivai r\ ev xcb
paivopivcp inz6 £7Uo\)gia)v xe Kai epcbxcov xo\>xcp xcp xupavviKco; (Resp.
9 578A).
In the Phaedrus Plato brings the same term closer to the meaning of the
magical papyri by describing the desire of an actual lover; here paivogai
has the meaning of "inspired:"
7tpoo\)(i(a pev o\)v xcov coc epcovxcov Kai teXett], eav ye
o 7ipoo\)po;i)vxai r|v ouxco KaXf] xe Kai
e\)BaipoviKTi vno tov Si’ epcoxa pavevxoc cpiA,cn) xco cpiAr|o£vxi yiyvexai
eav aipeGri (Phaedrus 253C).
pafvopai does not appear in this sense only in Greek philosophy,
however. Theocritus employs the term in his famous literary
49 Ibid p. 116.
50 Cf. Suppl. Mag. 1 41,12: epcoxi paviKcp; Suppl. Mag. 1 45, 7: epcoxa p.avicb6r|; Suppl. Mag. I
45, 31: epcoxi p.avicosr|; Suppl. Mag. 1 45, 43: Suppl. Mag. 1 45, 49: epcoxa aKaxamuaxov Kai
cpAiav fiaviicriv;PGM IV. 2756f: paivopevri fi §(eiva) en’ epaloi Gupaioi.
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representation of ancient magical praxis, Idyll 2; there Simaetha wishes
divine madness upon her former lover (as clients of magical spells often
did). She wishes to see her lover, Delphis, maddened by love like young
foals maddened with wild longing for a poisonous Arcadian plant:
iTcxcopavEc cpoxov ecu mp’ ’Apmci, xcp 5’ 'em meat I mi rccokoi
paivovxai ccv’ oSp£a mi Good uuroi- I ok mi Ackcpiv iSoipi, mi ec xose
Bcbpa 7t£pdcai I gaivopEvcp iKEkoc kutapac ekxocGe mkaicxpac (Idyll
2. 48-51).
The literary instances of this term mirror its meaning in P. Berol. 21243;
thus, the motif of erotic madness present in the apple-spell of P. Berol.
21243 is confirmed by similar descriptions in literary sources and sets this
section of the text firmly within the Greek erotic tradition.51
13-14 K/uTipoyeveia xeA,ei xeXeav E7iaoiSf|v: the spell concludes with
language common to other magical texts. A similar phrase had become a
formulaic exhortation to the invoked deity in numerous magical love-
spells by the Augustan period. Another spell from the second half of the
first century BC reads: £7taoiBfiv,52 and the next spell in column 2
of P. Berol. 21243 likewise ends with the same command: xekecov g[oi]
xekcav £7raoisriv. Many later Greek spells boast this formula as well. 53
In reference to (iaivo|iai Maltomini also mentions Men., Mis. A Ilf.; Luc., Philops. 14
(.Suppl. Mag. II p. 116). In reference to ev koAjccoi: Catullus 65. 19-22 (above); Luc., Dial,
mer. 12. 1; Long. 111. 34. 3; Aristaen. 1.10. 29 f.; 25. 21-23 Mazal; Nicetas Choniates, Hist. p.
148. 88 f. van Dieten ( Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae XI.l), Suppl. Mag. II p. 117.
52 Suppl. Mag. II 71, frag, 2 + 21, line 4. Fragment 83 from the same papyrus was
probably also involved in such a formula QeAeca [) and may fit in between fragments 2
and 21.
53 Cf. Suppl. Mag. I 45. 53: referee x-qv emoiSriv; Suppl. Mag. II 71, fr. 211 3 and fr.
2. 6; Suppl. Mag. II 72 113f., 2711 8. 25; PGM IV. 294 f.: xeXeoaxe goi xf|v xeA,eiav £7uaoiBf)v;
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TeA,£i EmoiSpv could be considered a formulaic magical
expression; on the other hand, since there are so many similarities
between the terms used to describe erotic madness in P. Berol. 21243 and
in Greek literary sources (godvopai, for example), the phrase KuTtpoyevEia
xeXeocv £7iaoiBf)v, no matter how formulaic, is worth investigating as
an element of an older tradition of oral incantation found in both magical
texts and Greek poetry.
First, in P. Berol. 21243 Kt>7rpoy£V£ioc xeA,ei £7iaoiBf|v is
repeated three times (column 1, lines 13-14, 27; column 2, line 25); each
repetition occurs at the completion of a sense-unit or at the end of a spell.
Such repetitive structure calls to mind the hymnal repetition found in
Theocritus 2, for example, where every four lines during the recitation of
the binding spell Simaetha recites the same verse calling upon the powers
of the magical iny^. s4 Second, the phrase K\)7ipoy£V£ia
£7caoiBfiv is metrical; such repetition and metrics find parallel in many
hymns from Greek magical texts. 55 Most striking is the appearance of the
same rhythmic phrase
PGM VII. 992: koAok; goi xetai xod>xr|v xf]v emoiSf)v; PGM XX 4 f.; P. Oxy. 111. 412. 17, and
others.
54 The repetition throughout the rest of Theocritus' poem should be noted as well; for
even after the recitation of the KaxaSecgoc is complete, the remaining verses maintain a
repetitive structure that hearken back to the enchanting binding spell itself.
55 A particularly noteworthy example of a metrical hymn from the Greek Magical Papyri is
PGM IV. 939-948 (Hymn 3, "An Helios," PGM vol. ii, p. 238); for incantatory repetition in
magical hymns, cf. PGM 111. 198-229, esp. lines 10-21 (Hymn 5, "An Helios und die
Allgotter," PGM vol. ii, p. 241-2); PGM IV. 261-273 (Hymn 7, PGM vol. ii, p. 243-4); PGM
11. 132-4 (Hymn 11, PGM vol. ii, p. 246); PGM IV. 2786-2870 (Hymn 18, PGM vol. ii, p.
253-4, lines 10-13), etc.
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hymn to Aphrodite. 56 Although dating from a later period, this charm
seems significant since the formulaic phrase xeXei £7iaoiBf|v appears
here both as an address to the goddess Aphrodite and in the context of
erotic magic.
Such repetition and metrics in incantation appear on a more basic
level in Greek poetry as well. As an example I mention fragment 31 of
Sappho, a brief poem which repeats the particle Se seven times within five
lines (lines 10-15) and the structure coc ... c(e) ...wc ...ge within a single
line (line 7).57 Such rhythmic repetition produces an incantatory and
ritualizing effect of the same sort as other repetitive metrical texts whether
magical or literary, including Column 1 of P. Berol. 21243.
Moreover, xetai emoiSfiv calls to mind another phrase of a
similar nature that ends many hymns in PGM: poi xoße 7ipay|Lia xe^ecov58
or poi xoße 7ipayjj.a 7iofr|cov. 59 These phrases contain both a deictic xose
and an imperative; not only does this structure parallel the somewhat
weaker K-o7tpoyeveia xeXei xeXeav 87taoiSfiv, but the phrases also match in
general tone. Clearly such metrical phrases frame the charms rythmically
and add a formal ritual effect to the sound of the spells in P. Berol. 21243.
In speaking of rhythmic tone in Greek poetry, Segal notes that "the
rhythm and ritual effects of the song are felt to be capable or working real
magic on the body and soul of the hearer."60 The effect of even the short
56 PGM IV. 2902-2939; hymn 22, p. 261 [vol. ii].
57 Segal 146.
58 Hymn 20. 37 (PGM vol. ii. p. 259).




highlights the affinity between this magical text, an emoisf], and literary
song, aoiSf). In light of these similarities between hymnal recitative
structures reflected in literature, magical texts, and the Berlin papyrus, the
final line of this apple-spell only reinforces the unusual incantatory
hymnal tone of Column 1.
The next section of Column 1 is badly damaged; the lacunose lines
leave much opportunity for emendation. Such emendation must remain
speculative however, especially since no other distinct parallels of this
section in Greek magical texts have yet come to light. Lines 15-27:
(p cxai [ c. 9 ] xa
16 £ [ ]xa[ ] 6’ cod [xo 6]ppa. 6 Be(i)va-
cod \|/dxt)v. 6 s£i[va- c. 5 ]gr|v cod
xod aipaxoc. [6 s(£iva)-] £%pr|cdfj,ri[v cod c. 7 ]
6 B(£iva) • Kax£(pa[yov] cod xo fijcap. 6 S(£iva) -[c. 5 ]ca
20 gr|v cod x[o se]pga. 6 s(dva) • £7rofr|ca. f| oearj
£v xcbi o\)p[av]coi a\)xov 7ipoK[a]xis£ Kai £[y]£-
vexo auxcbfi 7c]avxa Kaxa \|/dxt|v [ ]
6 B(£iva) • acp’ fjc f|[g]£pac (Kai) copac coi [ ]
24 vav [ ]oeica 'r\ cxao£ic[ ?]' ejj.7t£c[ ] eic epcoxa,
£ic [k]ocl £ic (c)xopyf|v [ ] [ ]
&7roodvco. [cb] rcoxvia o£a i[ c. 8 ]£paicoi
T£A,£c6v p[oi] £7taoisriv.
(NN says the following): "I took your eye. (NN): I took your soul.
(NN): I your blood. (NN): I used you. (NN): I ate your
liver. (NN): I your skin. I did it."
The goddess in heaven looked down upon him and everything
happened according to the wish of his soul
20
(NN says the following): from that day and from that hour
may she (?) standing - - falling in love, friendship and affection
until (?) I die. Mistress goddess Isis, fulfill for me this charm
completely.
17 6 Bei[va c. 5 ]pr|v: this lacuna can be successfully completed as 6
sei[va ey£Dcd]pr|v.6l TeDco rarely occurs in the Greek magical texts but
remains a possibility;62 it may also offer support for one of the
interpretations of lines 15-27 (Part II).
18 expTicdpr|[v cod c. 7] : xpdopai may be a direct reference to the act of
sexual intercourse;63 Maltomini offers an attractive reconstruction:
eXpr|cdfjT)[v cod tco ccopaxi].64
19-20 6 B(eiva)* KaTEqxxfyov] cod to rjrcap. 6 B(eiva)- [ c. 5 ]cap/r|v
cod t[ ]p|ia : Heinrichs suggests: [evBsu]cdgr|v cod t[o se]ppa.6s This is a
possibility, but it should be noted that to Seppa occurs so rarely in the
Greek magical papyri that it does not even appear in Preisendanz's index
with this meaning (vol. iii). To C7reppa, on the other hand, occurs
regularly, and connotes both 'seed' and 'semen/66 However, it wouldbe
odd to find both C7tepga and in the same passage since \j/u%fi often
61 H. Maehler first suggested this reconstruction (non vidi)-, cf. Suppl. Mag. II p. 119.
62 Cf. PGM vol. iii, yeuci): to taste, sample.
63 LSJ IV 2. This is a not uncommon meaning of the verb.
64 Suppl. Mag. II p. 119.
65 Apud Suppl. Mag. II p. 119. He posits this on the basis of a passage from Dio Cassius
who reads: td eveSdovro (LXVIII 32. 1) - "skin," from anoXinu), "to
peel off skin." Cf. Suppl. Mag. II p. 119.
66 Xjteppa as 'seed:' cf. PGM XII. 418 (dvvfiOm)); VII. 491; XXXVI. 327; IV. 754; XII. 97.
Xjteppa as 'semen:' cf. PGM IV. 2984 (of the primordial gods); of Pan, IV. 2995; of NN and
the lARPHE ARPHE, XXXVI. 287; dpxepiaia<; a7ieppaxiKo<;, V. 371.
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connotes both seed and semen (cf. Part II). Henderson offers an
interesting insight to xo sepga. He notes that once in Aristophanes Seppa
seems to mean "prepuce;" the scene is one in which a slave compares the
skin of his flayed companions to the skin on the phalloi of men who
masturbate.67 To Seppa can also signify the whole phallus 68 or simply "a
man's skin." 69
23-24 acp’T|c Tj[p.]epac (mi) ©pac, ep.jrec[ ] eic eparca : Maltomini
notes two significant parallels of d(p’ f|c p[|i]£pac (mi) copac within PGM. 70
With the phrase £g7t£c[ ] eic Epcoxa the Berlin text reflects both magical
and literary usage (as in the use of gouvoiaai above). Some aorist of the
verb £p.7U7rxco is a probable reconstruction, and varied literary sources offer
corroboration of the phrase "to fall in love." Cf. PL Resp 608A:
ocKpoacopeß’ avxrjc £7iaBovx£c ppiv ohjxoic xouxov xov Xoyov, ov
Kai xaoxriv xfjv £7tcpsfiv, £\)A,a[3o\)g£voi naXiv Ep.7t£C£iv £ic xov
miSucov xe mi xov xcov noXXG)v Epcoxa.7l
25 eic cpiX[(]av [ic]al eic (c)xopYryv: with this phrase the client adds
other aspects to the affection he desires from the beloved. Such language
is found repeatedly in many of the magical papyri to denote the state of
67 Ar. Ecj. 29: to Bepp,a Secpopivcov arcepyexat; J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse: Obscene
Language in Attic Comedy, 2nd ed (New York 1991) 115.
Henderson cites PI Com. 174. 18 ( The Maculate Muse 115).
LSJ Seppa 2.
70 Suppl. Mag. II p. 119; cf. PGM VII. 649 f.; PGM XII. 62.
71 Diodorus Siculus offers the same phrase in XXXVI 2. 2 (c\)p.7rtaxKeic 8’ auxfj Kai eic
epcoxa auxfic eprceccov a\)xf|v ...) as does Strabo (XIV. 1. 41): ... Kai
KAeopayoc 6 7t6ktt|c, oc eic epcoxa eprcecobv KivaiSov xivoc . . ..Yet more instances of this
phrase are cited in Suppl. Mag. II p. 119.
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the beloved after the spell has worked its magic. Suppl. Mag. 45. 7 says,
"drive her
. . . epcoca epcoxa gavicosr| Kai cxopyiv Kai cuvovdav;" the same
papyrus later details a similar list: "bring her ... (piAoucav pe epcoxi Kai
7toocp Kai cxopyrj Kai cuvovda."72 Once again, similarities of language set P.
Berol. 21243 firmly within the tradition of Greek magical texts.
Column 2.
The Berlin papyrus continues with two more spells, each separated
from the preceding spell by a small wavy line to the left of the characters.
The first spell is a love-charm with two distinct sections: I call lines 1-8 a
praxis, while lines 9-25 contain a hymn to Helios.
1-3 apac xac %eipac 7t[poc] ia acxpa Kaxaaeie Aiycolv c. 8] eiva
Kal [ 3-5 ]
Kai piXaiva Kal cxacic Kal dypvTtvia Kal £|rr|[c. 9 ]Bo-
KpEpaji i)7t[ 3-5 ]
XPTic ibr\ Tiplv T]X,iov: the raising of the hands as one invokes a
deity is a gesture familiar in magic and prayer. This formulaic movement
is described in many other magical papyri, most simply in PGM XIII. 827-
829: agcpoxepac yeipac 7ipoxdvac, Xiye, etc.73 The iambic trimeter of lines 2-
3 sets an hymnal tone, but like the hexametrical apple-incantation of
Column 1 (lines 6-14), the meter here is corrupt.
72 Cf. Suppl. Mag. 142. 13, 36f., 45f.; Suppl. Mag. II 50. 60.
73 Cf. passages cited in Suppl. Mag. II p. 120: PGM 111. 621 f.; PGM IV. 904-906, and others.
In literature, cf. Euripides' Supplices 772 (and others).
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2 jieXaiva Kal cxacic Kai aypuTcvia: Brashear rightly notes that
these nouns are reminiscent of the conditions of the shut-out lover in
comedy. 74 In magical terms however, "confusion and sleeplessness" are
merely a list of a few of the standard symptoms involved in love-sickness;
thus, these nouns might be the punishments of love-sickness the client
wishes to inflict upon the beloved via this charm.75 However,
piAaiva would be out of place as a torment wished upon the beloved;
rather pitaxiva calls to mind the occurences of this phrase in tragedy
where it often connotes the actual deity "Black Night." In Aeschylus'
Eumenides, for example, the chorus, eagerly awaiting the tally of the ballots
after Athena casts her decisive vote, refers to Night as the dark mother: co
v\)£ peXaiva firjxep, ap’ opac xase (745). In Euripides' Electra, Night also
receives the invocation of of a deity: cb vu% piXaiva, ypucecov acxpcov xpcxpe .
.. (54).
The following parallel from PGM, a hymn to Selene containing her
epithet v\>£, is striking:
yaipe oea, Kai caiciv £7tcDvx>ji{aic etiockodcov.
0\)co coi xos’ apcoga, Aioc xekoc, ioxeaipa,
o\)pavia, Aipvixi, opiTtAave eivoSta xe,
v£px£p(a v\)x(a x’, di'Bcova(a aKoxia xe,
r\cx>x£ Kai SacTiAfjxi. xaqxnc evi Baixa Eycroca,
’'EpEPoc, Xaoc £\)p{), ci) yap B\)caXoKXOc ’Avayicri, kxA,. 76
74 Brashear 274. Cf. Men. Mis. A 1; Anth. Pal V. 164 (Asclep.); Anth. Pal. 191 (Men.).
Suppl. Mag. 11121. Such 'role-reversal/ an Egyptian tendency inherent in handbook
love-charms, will be discussed later.
76 PGM IV. 2853-2862, Hymn 18, vol. ii, line 49 f.
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By invoking Selene as Night the spell calls upon all the dark, negative
forces associated with ln P. Berol. 21243 may serve a similar
function the three nominatives / vocatives in a row peVaiva mi
cxacic mi 6cYpo7w{a) suggest that the three nouns are present as standard
magical torments used in a rather Hesiodic invocation of dark forces.
may well symbolize a deity invoked against the beloved as a
power of negative force in connection with the torments cxacic and
aypukvia.77
3 rcplv flXiov : regardless of the precise nature of the three
nominatives, piAmva Kai cxacic Kai ayp\)7ivia and %pr)c i'Sri Ttpiv
must be related. 78 Countless other uses of formulae resembling xpric iBr|
7ipiv appear in the Greek magical texts many are directions for the
proper and timely completion of the praxis. PGM IV. 286, a spell for
picking a useful herb (poxavpapcic), requires the client to use it before
sunrise (ypco 7ipo Another spell for digging a trench orders the
client to complete it 7rp[o]xepov jtpiv 6 rjtanc (PGM IV. 33). Thus
perhaps the three nouns that head the spell refer to abstract
personifications of Black Night, confusion, and sleeplessness and the
conditions that accompany them: the conditions under which the spell
must be performed. One must compete the recitative Hymn to Helios
77 The use of the nominative case makes it difficult for vv% nikaiva to refer to a proper
time for completion of the spell.
78 Brashear emended xpriq to the future used as an imperative: This is a definite
possibility; for other instances of the future of xpaw used in this way, cf. PGM 11. 64; PGM
XIII. 748, 752.
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when "Black Night" is present (v\)£, and when conditions of
confusion (cxdcic) and sleeplessness (dyp\)7ma ) are affecting the heart of
the client. These conditions mirror dycoyf) rituals in which the setting is
specified the time is night, and the sleeping victim is soon to be
tortured by sleeplessness and visions of the operator.79
Column 2 continues with a description of a ritual object connected
with a deity and the myth surrounding that deity:
4 taxpcbv jnjpov £7iacov ml xpdcov xo Tcpocamov •cu£i xo ja[v)-]
p[o]v cb f) Eicic xp£[i]capivr|
£7iop£\)ori £ic xov xox) ’Ocelpioc xox> ai)xfj[c avspoc mi
ocSjetapod mi eScdkccc od)xp{c}
xr|v yapiv etc’ ekeivti xfji fipipa- soc p.oixace[ c. 10 ] xac
[ c. 10 ]
r|[ ] [ c. 25 ]eip£ xov seiva r\ xf|v seiva. Bec[7toi-]
8 va 9lci
Defining an object used during the recitation of a spell as something once
used by a god in a myth is a common motif in the Greek magical texts;
such a connection with the divine clearly brings more power into play
over the beloved against whom the spell is invoked. In Suppl. Mag. 38. 9
we find a description of a binding love-spell once used by Isis but now
employed by a mortal client: zeXeioxov to tou (piXcpomxaSECfiou xouxo
eyppcaxo r\
T lcic
.. .. Here, the binding love-spell has essentially become
the ritual "object" used by the client. PGM XII. 120-1 offers another
79 Winkler (1991) 224-25.
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example: to ovogoc tooto. tootco Kai Eypaxo.Bo Once again the
client makes use of something (here a name) that someone powerful used
before him. As a final example I cite PGM LXI. 7-9, the magical text
perhaps most parallel to the description of the myrrh of P. Berol. 21243;
PGM LXI explicitly addresses and identifies the object used as divine:
ci) si to eAouov, ouk ei 5e eAou[o]v, aXXa idpcbc too ’AyaGoo Aougovoc,
f| xrjc [ v l]asoc, to d7r6(po£ypa too 'HAiou, f| buvapic too
Oocipioc, ktA. 81
The use of Isis' holy myrrh, then, places the first section of P. Berol. 21243
solidly within the tradition of these magical motifs.
At this point in the action of P. Berol. 21243 the client or the
magician perhaps is handling actual ointment with which the client's face
is covered; facial ointments are common in love-charms of the magical
papyri and some may point to influences outside the Hellenic tradition.82
In addition myrrh had definite connections to love and erotic competition
80 Apollobex was a famous magician (Apuleius, Apol. 90); in his Natural History Pliny
states that Demokritos copied his works from those of Apollobex (NH 30. 9), but this
name is also an epithet of Horus (Betz, Translation 157).
Cf. also The Demotic Magical Papyrus ofLondon and Leiden, col. 1, line 10: "for this vessel-
divination in the vessel-divination of Isis, when she sought ...."
82 Cf. Griffith-Thompson, Demotic Magical Papyrus, XIII4. 30 (=PDM xiv. 348-9), and
Faraone, Phoenix 44 (1990) 224, and n. 10. This Demotic magical papyrus concerns a
special oil used for attracting women. After reciting formulaic expressions over the oil
mixed with various things (especially fish), a man who wishes to lie with a woman does
the following (lines 14-15): "when you [wish] to make it do its work, you anoint your
phallus and your face; you lie with the woman for whom you do it" ( Demotic Magical
Papyrus 88-89). Neo-Assyrian egalkura spells employ facial ointments: cf. KAR 237. 13-17
(= Spell J. 1-5 Scurlock); also KAR 237.18-23 (= Spell L Scurlock). It is noteworthy that
occurrence of such facial ointments is more common in later Greek magical texts; there is
evidence in Greek poetry, however, that such ointments were used from an early time: cf,
Pind. Pyth. 4. 221-223 for the magical oil Medea prepared for Jason (Faraone [1990] 224
and n. 10).
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in the Greek magical spells; from a love-spell of attraction (dycoyri
e7uo\)Ofievr|c) we have:
Xoyoc • ci) Ei Zpupva, f| Ttucpa, f| xaXenr], f| raxaZZaccouca xouc
gaxogEvouc, f| (ppuyouca mi
7rpoc7ioiO'up£vo'uc xov ’'Epcoxa. mvxEc ce ZEyoucw Zpupvav, Eyoo Se
ce capKoepayov mi xrjc mpSiac (PGM IV. 1500-1508).
Moreover, the first part of this spell ends with an invocation to the
goddess who used the myrrh to complete the charm (Bec[7cot]va T lci
£7iaoiBf]v).83
The client and magician now arrive at a hymn to Helios (lines 9 - c
12). The text is horribly fragmentary until the end of this spell; thus all
subsequent discussion is speculative.
Xaipe "HAie, yaipe dvaxeAAcov, yaipexcocav 5e ol cbv coi avaoeA-
Aovxec 0eo(,
Xaipexco 6e k • o X) Tiepi 0 [ ] o\> Tiep[i c. 20 o]\)Be
Tiepi apyupuro aXXa Tiepi xou seiva x[ c. 30 ]
pevei- KaxaTp[e]xco, amoc 5e pe cpeuyei [ c. 25
Hail Helios, hail you who rise, and hail to those rising with you,
hail also ; (I beseech you) not for , not for , nor for
money, but for him, NN he does not (?) remain; I pursue,
but he flees from me
9 "HXte : most important here is the possible connection between the
Greek sun god, Helios, and the Egyptian deity Horus, son of Isis and
Osiris, the divinities mentioned in the preceding lines of the spell.
Throughout antiquity Helios was equated with numerous other gods
among whom was Horus. PGM IV. 987 ff. offers an example of Helios'
83 This standard formula was discussed above.
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various personae: e7UKaXov(j.ai ce, xov geyicxov 9eov, Suvaciriv ? Qpov
'Ap7ioKpdxriv Ataa(3 'Ancapcoa, ktX.84 It is not proper to speak of Helios as
being equated with only one other deity consistently, but in the context of
Column 2 of the Berlin text there may be a significant correlation between
Helios and Horus.
Horns, the falcon-like sky-god of Egyptian mythology, was often
considered the "Sun." 85 Plutarch equates the sun with the Eye of Horus86
and thus perhaps, given the other Hellenic qualities of the spells in the
Berlin text, the two gods were simply identified with one another in this
Hellenized context. It is significant that Helios is directly equated with
Horus in another texts from PGM. In a hymn to Helios, the reciter says:
Horus and Helios in this section is the close family relationship of Isis,
Osiris and Horus as a family unit. For example, three of Isidorus 7 Hymns,
works written about the Egyptian Isis for the benefit and understanding of
a Greek audience, discuss the divine family unit of mother, father, and
son.88 Thus, this tentative identification between Helios and Horus may
serve to connect Column 2 with the hymn to Helios more concretely it
seems only logical that immediately following a description of "that day"
84 The same equation is restated at lines 1000-1002.
85 Bonnet, Reallexicon (=Sonne) 731-2; Morenz 262.
86 Plut. Is. et Os. 52: ev 5e xoic iepoic iipvoic xou ’Ocipidoc avaKata)t>vxai xov ev xaic
dyK(xA,aic Kp-u7ix6pevov xot> 'HXio"u Kai xp xpiaKaBi xot> ’Ercnpi privoc 6(poaXpcov
"Qpou yev£o?uov, oxe ceA,r|vr| Kai qtaoc erci ptac ei)oeiac yeyovaciv, cbc otj povov x-qv ce)tqvT|v
aAAa Kai xov qtaov oppa xot> "Qpoo Kai <pcoc qyoijpevoi.
87 PGM IV. 455.
88 Hymn 11, 9-14; Hymn 111. 33; Hymn IV. 4-6.
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of Isis and Osiris (etc’ £K£tvp xrji ppipa), one would find a reference to the
product of that union, namely the child Horus/Helios. The two sections
of Column 2 are then implicitly joined through popular mythological
connections.89
8 oi c\)v col avaoeX,X,ovxec 0eo(: the gods who rise with Helios may be
the gods that compose the retinue of Re in his ship;90 this suggestion
makes sense in light of the explicit identification between Re/Phre and
Helios; e.g., PGM IV. 1282f.: emKoocov got, "HXie Opfj, tov iepov (taSyov),
ktV There is another possibility however. Since Helios, Horus, and Re
are all sun-gods, the cov coi oeoi could simply be the stars
and planets that appear with the sun as it rises at dawn. They appear in
other papyri as such; e.g., PGM XIII. 391-97:
6 Se EWEocgopcpoG SiScoci auxcb tov (pßoyyov Kax’ ekewtiv xr|v copav, iva
£K too pxovc oSaxoc 6 dvapf) • aoxoc yap aoxa)cvvecpavp. 810
xcbv £W£a o£(bv xcbv c\)v xco
xriv B\)vap.iv.9l
This latter interpretation fits in well with the command concerning the
proper time for completion of the spell in line 3: xppc i§p icpiv ptaov; as the
recitation is performed the client simply invokes the stars and planets that
89 However, I note here that in the magical papyri Helios was a diverse god often
syncretized with many deities simultaneously (cf. Part III).
90 Brashear "Ein Berliner Zauberpapyrus" 276. Ra (Re, Phre) an Egyptian god of the sun.
For a description of the boat of Re cf. the Hermetic spell PGM XIII. 150-160 (the
description is repeated at 460ff.).
91 Maltomini suggests PGM XXXVI. 215. as well, but this text does not refer to a plurality
of gods who rise at dawn but only Helios himself ( Suppl. Mag. II p. 123). For other
descriptions of the unaccompanied sun rising, cf. PGM 111. 135-45; PGM IV. 1647; PGM
XXXIX. 18.
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appear as he chants the hymn. However, it does not seem impossible that
both suggestions may apply to this passage simultaneously. 92
10-11 ob Tcepl 0 [] ob itep[i c. 20 o]\)Be 7iEpl apyupum aXXa
rcepl too) Seiva x[ c .30 ]: this request resembles the formulaic
language found in a standard persuasive phrase analyzed by Nock.93 It
runs as follows: "I am not asking you to do immensely difficult tasks (such
as x or y) but something much simpler." Cf. PGM IV. 1505-08: on tcejittco ce
pocicpav eic xf|v ’Apapiav, o\) 7tep7tco ce etc aXXa 7teg7tco ce 7tpoc xfiv
seiva
....
Indeed this formulaic parallel comes from a love-spell, but the
situation is not the same as the one found in P. Berol. 21243, since the client
in PGM IV is the one in control of the divinity; the client chooses where to
send the spirit. In P. Berol. 21243 the persuasive nature of the formula is
more apparent since the client uses the formula to beseech the god for
his/her assistance. Cf. also PGM LXI 13f: cmKEii etc! rabid ce 7r£g\|/co, o\)8e
Xpeia Ecriv robrcov, aXXa knx xriv SEiva. 94 Still, the exact formula "ob TiEpi..
.cm 7T£pi .. .o\)8e TCEpI, aXXa TiEpi" is not evident in these texts (and is even
less so in PGM LXI); in light of the countless phrases and formulaic
expressions found repeated nearly word for word throughout the Greek
magical texts that date from various centuries and originated in different
92 Maltomini postulates that line 10 continues the address to the deity; within the lacuna
after 6a k may appear the name of Isis, for example, this reading would follow the
syncretistic nature of the divinities in the papyrus noted so far but must remain
conjectural because of lack of ink. Maltomini notes however, that 8e Kvmpit; is too short
for the space (Suppl. Mag. II p. 123).
92 Suppl. Mag. II p. 123; A. D. Nock, in Bell-Nock-Thompson, Magical Textsfrom a Bilingual
Papyrus, p. 262 ff. (non vidi).
94 Suppl. Mag. II p. 123.
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regions,9s we must accept that this phrase "cm 7tepi ... cm Ttepi .. .o\)se rcepi
aX'ka Tiepi" is merely a common way of itemizing objects in many
languages and may not indicate or resemble a real "formula" at all.
Other lists of objects sought by clients in magical spells offer
interesting corollaries to the phrase o\> 7iepi... of) 7iepi .. .o\)se 7iepi, aXXct
jcepi. In other love-spells often the client seeks such benefits as £cof|v,
hyefav, ccoxripiav, nVobxov, euxeicviav, yvco[c]iv, euaKofav, eupeveiav,
eupouMav, pvf)priv, xdpiv, popcpfiv, and KaAVoc (PGM 111. 576-
579). In a second love-spell (PGM VIII. 4f.) the client asks for various
aspects of physical beauty and also euripepiav, "sustenance,
"
a term that
can mean "finances" or "money." 96 PGM IV. 2439f., a spell geared
toward financial concerns such as gaining business and calling in
customers, also requests a long list of items: cpepe got dpydpia, xpucov,
ip[ax]i[c]p6v, nXo:oxov etc’ aya9cp 97 The phrase ov 7iepi... o\>
jrepi .. .o\)se Tiepi, aXXa 7iepl of the Berlin text calls to mind such lengthy
requests, and by stating its intentions in a much more modest fashion, the
spell is much more likely to persuade the god.
12 KaTaTp[e]%CD, auioc 8e }ie (peuyei: there are no other structural
parallels of this personal motif in the Greek magical papyri. 9B However,
this exact theme appears proverbial in Greek poetry from all periods as
well as in Latin poetry from the Augustan Age; for example, Aphrodite
95 Compare the übiquitous formulaic expression discussed above: xeA.ei emoibriv.
96 Cf. Eur. El. 197.
97 Suppl. Mag. II p. 124; cf. also PGM VIII 31f.
98 Suppl. Mag. II p. 124.
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tells Sappho that her beloved will flee: koc]i yap (peuyet, xaxecoc suo^ei... (1.
21), and Baccylides writes: aid xa cpeuyovxa si£nvxai
is noteworthy that Callimachus, one of the most popular authors of the
Hellenistic period, also takes up this proverbial theme thus, it does not
seem outrageous to assume that the image of such a chase would have
been extremely familiar to any Greek audience of his time and following,
including a magician and his client from the Fayum." Certainly this
literary topos, the first person ending on the verb KaxaTp[e]xco, and the use
of the nominative personal pronoun auxoc add an unique personal tone to
this love-spell like few other extant magical charms; here the lover/client
here actually communicates his personal misery.loo In most other magical
spells, the client, racked by violent desire, communicates his despair by
wishing tortures upon the beloved we understand his own pain only
vicariously through the tortures he describes, not through a personal
confession like Kaxaxp[e]x<D, auxoc 5e jus (peuyei.lol
99 Poets of the Augustan Age continued this theme as well, most notably Ovid and
Horace. As in many of his other works Ovid may have been influenced by Callimachus
when he wrote sequitur fugienta, capta relinquit (Am. 2.9.9), but Horace's employment of
the motif lends credence to its widespread and more popular nature: transvolat in medio
posita et fugienta captat (Sat. 1. 2. 108); Cf. Gow's commentary on Theocritus 11. 75 and 6.
17.
100 Cf. J. Winkler. "The Constraints of Eros," from Magika Hiera: Ancient Greek Magic and
Religion, Faraone and Obbink, eds. Oxford 1991, 214-243.
101 However, this literary motif may be reflected (although rather obliquely) in the theme
of role-reversal found in many of the magical love-spells where the beloved becomes the
pursuer and the client the pursued. The papyri reflect the same image of chasing and
fleeing as the literary sources, although the roles have switched. Here is a vivid example
of just such a role-reversal where the beloved pursues: "Every flaming, every cooking,
every heating, every steaming, and every sweating that you [masc.] will cause in this
flaming stove, you [will] cause in the heart, in the liver, [in] the area of the navel, and in
the belly of NN whom NN has borne, until I bring her to the house of NN whom NN has
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Another important factor in this section is the supposed "gender
switch" in the same line. For the remainder of column 2 the beloved is
referred to by the masculine pronoun amoc (line 12),masculine/feminine
adjective aBr|goc (line 16), and the masculine accusative xov se[i]va (line
21). Such consistency in gender denies the possibility of scribal error here,
but some scholars have found the "switch" still difficult to explain. 102 Is
this spell homosexual in orientation or written from the point of view of a
woman? On the contrary, line 7 of Column 2 shows that this love-spell
was never specifically "homosexual" or "heterosexual" in intent: ]eipe xov
Selva fj xfiv Seiva ("Awaken (?) —him, NN, or her, NN"). Clearly, this
spell is a generic love-spell of attraction, for the use of a variety of clients:
male, female, heterosexual or homosexual. The consistency of the
masculine gender here simply reveals the grammatical consistency of the
magician-scribe who copied the spell. In regard to intent, we have two
options. First, because of the preponderance of magical erotic charms
written for a male client pursuing a woman, it seems reasonable to suggest
here that perhaps the magician-scribe first accidentally copied down the
masculine pronoun amoc and then continued to employ the masculine
gender throughout the passage simply for accuracy. On the other hand,
there are a few extant homosexual love-charms from the Greek magical
texts; in this context I cite one written from a male point of view: mucov
borne and she puts what is in her hand into my hand, what is in her mouth into my
mouth, what is in her belly onto my belly, what is in her female parts onto my male parts,
quickly, quickly, immediately, immediately" (PGM IV. 115-123, translation Betz). Here
the beloved has become the activator.
Suppl. Mag. II p. 120.
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\|n)%f|v Kai mpSfav anion ’Apcoveion, on etekev 'EAiv(r|), en aniov
Cepa7tiaK6v, ov etekev op£7tir|, api[i, a]pn, ia%n ia%n (PGM XXXIIa. 7-
13).103 Thus, it does not seem reasonable to assume that reference to a
masculine beloved in this spell would have caused any confusion to the
listener. The love-charm of Column 2 of P. Berol. 21243 employs the
masculine here as a generic category of referral to the beloved the
masculine signifies the same sexual relationship between the client and
the beloved as if the text of Column 2 read anir], aSripoc (in the feminine),
or iriv Beiva. As such, the masculine gender here falls into the category of
"unmarked" language; 104 the linguistic distinction between the masculine
and feminine here simply does not specify the presence of sexual gender.
The spell was open for use by either heterosexual or homosexual
clients. 105
Other homoerotic love charms include: Suppl. Mag. 142 (lesbian) “Gorgonia, daughter
of Nilogenia, is to be made to love Sophia, daughter of Isara;" PGM XXXII. 1-19 (lesbian)
“attract and bind Serapias to this Herais;" Suppl. Mag. II 54 (possibly homoerotic); PGM
LXVI.I-ll(possibly); PGM XVI. 1-75.
104 Nagy cites Roman Jakobson as follows: “the general meaning of a marked category
states the presence of a certain (whether positive or negative) property A; the general
meaning of the corresponding unmarked category states nothing about the presence of A.
(R. Jakobson. Shifters, Verbal Categories, and the Russian Verb. Cambrige 1957, non vidi).
Nagy continues, “the unmarked category is the general category, which can include the
marked category, whereas the reverse situation cannot hold (G. Nagy. Pindar's Homer: the
Lyric Possession of an Epic Past. Johns Hopkins 1990, 5).
105 It is important to note here, however, that in the later magical texts the gender
classifications of 6 Selva as the lover/client and r\ Selva as the beloved were
standardized and generic.
In addition, even in light of the conclusion about the gender neutrality of P. Berol.
21243, the tenuous connection between the thematic motifs of this section (employing the
masculine pronounand possibly homosexual) and the motifs of Sappho (poem 1) is
noteworthy. Could the writerof this spell have been inspired to incorporate the rarer
masculine gender for the beloved because of the homosexuality of Sappho's Poem 1?
Assuming that what little ancient literary evidence survives today was well-known in
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Thus P. Berol. 21243 contains an example of a specifically
heterosexual charm, the erotic apple-spell of Column 1, immediately
followed by a spell devoid of specific gender reference and employable by
both homosexual and heterosexual customers. The significance of such
gender differences between erotic spells within the same handbook
deserves brief comment with regard to Hellenistic attitudes toward
gender distinction. Any distinction we may see between the sexes in
ancient erotic spells or poems may have nothing to do with ancient
conceptions of personal "sexuality" per se; we may simply be interpreting
the ancient text in light of our twentieth-century matrices of
understanding modern "sexual-distinction." Was "distinction" such a big
issue in erotic affairs between lovers of the ancient world? Hellenistic
epigrams offer some evidence for ambivalence concerning the gender of
the beloved during this period. An anonymous epigrammatist writes:
Aiexoc 6 Zeuc pAftev kn' dvxioeov Tavugf]sr|v,
k\)kvoc £ti i fxr|T£pa xf|v 'EAevric.
oiixcoc apcpoxep’ ecxtv dajyKpua- xcbv Suo 5’ auxcbv
aAAoic aXko Soicei KpEiccov, Egoi xa Sdo. 106
Other epigrammatists describe similar situations, 107 but by far the most
interesting examples of ancient thoughts concerning bisexuality or gender
antiquity is a risky business; however, for a discussion of this connection cf. J. Winkler.
"Double Consciousness in Sappho's Lyrics" from Constraints of Desire: an Anthropology of
Sex and Gender in Ancient Greece (New York 1990) 167-174. For other discussions of this
poem in relation to ancient magical spells, cf. S. Cameron. "Sappho's prayer to
Aphrodite" HTR (1939) 1-17, and C. Segal. "Eros and Incantation: Sappho and Oral
Poetry" Arethusa 7.2 (1974) 148-150.
106 AP 5. 65.
107 Callimachus writes: "Ogoae KoAXlyvcoxoc ’l(ovisi, jifircoxE K£ivr|c
grixE cpAov KpEccova |ifix£ <piAr|v.
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ambivalence occur in Leucippe and Clitophon, a second-century romance of
Achilles Tatius. In this work Tatius praises sexual relationships with boys
and women equally, leading us to believe that at least for some citizens,
sexual attraction was not rigidly defined according to the gender of the
beloved. 108 PGM IX. 4f., a spell to attract members of both sexes, offers
further support for this theory: cpigcocov, nav
yevoc 6cvopco7tcov, appevcov te mi or)Xuiccbv, etc. 109 These literary topoi show
that the close juxtaposition of a heterosexual spell and a gender-"neutral"
spell within a single papyrus from a magical handbook should not
surprise us.
The remaining lines of this love-spell are extremely lacunose, but
the general flow of this passage is one of threats on the part of the client.
It has been suggested that here the client pressures Helios via threats to a
wpoaev • a\\a Xkyovaiv cAr|oea, xobc ev eptoxi
opicouc pf| st>veiv obax’ ec aGavaxcov.
vtjv 5’ 6 pev apceviKcp Gepexai Trupi • xfic 5e raXorivr\c
vijppric, ox Meyapecov, ob Xoyoc ox>B' apiopoc. XXV (Pfeiffer).
Rufinus writes:
Otjkexi 7iaisopavnc ebe rcpiv rcoxe, vbv 8k Katampai
Gr|X,\)pavfic, Kai vbv Sigkoc epoi KpoxaXov-
avxi 8k poi miScov aBo\ox> xpooc qpeae ybyou
Xpcbpaxa, Kai cpbKouc avGoc ercetcoSiov.
(3oacf|cei Setapivac 6 BevBpoKopr|c ’EpbpavGoc,
Kai noXi'ov tiovxod Kbpa ooac etaxpovc. AP 5. 19.
108 Ap i2. 35 (E. Cantarella. Bisexuality in the Ancient World. Yale 1992, 74). In addition,
within his literary portrayal of a magical ritual and the magical quality of poetry,
Theocritus notes a similar gender ambivalence on the part ofDelphis, Simaetha's former
lover. A mother of a friend describes Delphis' new love to Simaetha: Kei'xe vw abxe
yuvaiKoc e%ei jtoGoc ei'xe Kai avSpoc, o\)k eepax’ axpeKec i'Spev ... (lines 150-151).
109 Cf. Petropoulos 216, n. 6.
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divinity in a higher position. 110 This interpretation is attractive and lends
an Egyptian air to the passage:
13 o£via coi xriv 5[ ] x(ai) 7toificavxa ce pac [c.s ]e voc
[ c. 10 ]
prixE sx)C£(ov prixE v [ c. 10 ](p[ ]xi pf| 7tioi
p[fix£]
mo(cai pf|X£ [ ] cocai e%oi p.£ ev [ c. 25
16 x(ai) aSripoc titco £coc av Ttpoc £p,£ £coc [ c. 25
aicbviov o£iov [c. 5 ] tov[ ] jllt| e [ c. 8 ] [c. 6 ]
evxoX [ ] [ ] Eav jif) [ c. 18 ]£gr| r||uco[ c. 6 ]
£av [ ]e pacav[i]cb ce ecoc av 7rpoc EgE eA,o[ti]c mi
TTOpET)[t) C. 5 ]
20 traces traces av [ ]Bek £ traces [C. 5 ]
xov se[i]va ayayr|c i [ ]coca traces [c. 5 ]
xf|v alei ep[ ] r\i ov fipipa tov s(eiva) ove opai ocjucp
%aa [ ] traces [ ] p.at traces paixov veiBr|
24 £7iav 7ia traces [ ] eav mi [ c. 8 ] rcoxvia
K\)7tpoyev£ta
to you the and I will torture (?) you doing
neither of rising nor setting may he not drink nor sit nor
but may he hold me in his thoughts (?) - 1 16 - and may he be
abroad until he comes (?) to me everlasting divine if
you (?) do not if you wait I shall torture you until until you
come to me and go - - I 20 - - O Helios, that (?) you bring him, NN -
the always on a day, him, NN 124I 24 O mistress
born of Cyprus, fulfill this perfect charm.
13 -pac- :in this context of threats, I propose to complete -pac- as
pacavico, "I will torture." This verb also appears in line 19, and the
110 Suppl. Mag. II p. 124.
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repetitive nature of this section suggests this reading (compare line 16
with line 19, for example). The fragmentary nature of line 19 poses a
problem, however. Perhaps here the client recites in the first person what
he will do to the beloved, switching soon afterward back to an address to
Helios in line 21 with the vocative ["H^ie. 111 This possibility supports the
theory about the "performative future" discussed above in the context of
the apple-spell. However, as Faraone notes, the fragmentary nature of the
apple-spell prevents a definite decision about the future in that passage;
thus, any consistency between the usage of the future tense in the two
spells is purely random.
It is not impossible, however, that here the threat of torture is
addressed toward the god Helios himself— this motif would continue the
threat to the higher divinity observed in line 13 (oevxa coi xf|v 5[ ] ic(ai)
7coificavxd ce pac ). In support of this reading all the deities in this
passage are addressed in the second person and the vocative: coi and ce
(line 13); ce, and (linel9); ayayric and?/ (line 21). The
beloved is constantly referred to with the third person: 7uot (line 14);
Kao(cai and e%oi (line 15); asr|poc pxco (line 16); xov Be[i]va (line 21); xov
s(eiva) (line 22). It seems only logical, then, to suggest that the recipient of
the threat fit into the grammar of this passage that makes such consistent
use of inflection and pronouns for clarity of person. Thus, I read
Pacav[i]a) ce ecoc av rcpoc epe k7i)[r|]c as a threat to the god Helios. 112
111 Suppl. Mag. II p. 124.
112 However, the fragmentary state of the text at this point makes this and any other
interpretation of the passage speculative.
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As noted, such a theme of torture is common in the magical papyri
(toward both gods and men, but more common toward men), especially in
love spells where the client wishes his personal sufferings to be inflicted
on the beloved. 113 Here, the client, who presumably cannot eat nor sleep
because of his erotic longing, wishes that the beloved neither eat nor sit
down (lines 14-15). I cite a similar exhortation from a love-spell of a close
date to the Berlin text: vnaye £ic mvxoc] xotcov ml 7iaca[v oiKiav mi
jLioi xf|v s(eiva).] eav mGe-uSri \ir\ [mG£'usexa), eav cpayr| pf|] (payexcoi, eav
7iiv[p pf| 7rw£xco, ecoc eXGri 7ipoc] epe, xov s(eiva) .. .etc. 114 A most extensive
list of torments wished upon a beloved appears in a later spell, PGM IV.
1510-1519:
ei mGrixoci, |if| KaGficGco, ei npoc xwa, gp XaXeixco, el egPX£7t£t
XlVl, gf] £l 7i:pOC£p%£Tai TIVI, gT| 7tpOC£pX£cGcO, £1 7l£pl7tai£l,
gf| TIEpUtaXEITCO, £1 7UV£I, |J,f| 7UVEXCO, £1 £cGl£l, gg £cGI£TCO, £t KOCXOtCpIAd
Tiva, gf| £l X£p7t£XOU XlVt T|sovf|, gf| X£p7l£cGcO, £1
Koigaxai, gf| KoigacGco, kxL115
113 For exemplary lists of torments against the beloved cf. Suppl. Mag. 143, 45, 46, 47, 48;
also PGM rV. 353-360, 373-380, etc. References to such suffering are also frequent in
Greek literature, especially in Hellenistic and medical literature. In Longus' Daphnis and
Chloe the love-lorn Philetas narrates the details of his sufferings that are remarkably
similar to those described in so many of the erotic magical papyri (oiixe tpocpfjc B|ie(ivfi|j.riv
oiixe 7ioxov Tipocepepogriv oiixe vtivod ppoupriv, II 7.4). Phaedra talks about her physical
pain in the Hippolytus in such terms (Eur. Hipp. 135ff.), and even Vergil's Dido exhibits
symptoms of love-sickness (sleeplessness, burning, etc.) in Book IV of the Aeneid.
Theocritus' Simaetha contrasts the silence of the sea with her own confused heart,
therebyreflecting her inner torments ( Idyll 11. 33-36 [3B-41]); Apollonius' Medea is the
perfect example of a love-sick character (Cf. 111. 445ff., 616ff.). For further commentary
and more citations from Hellenistic literature and the medical corpus cf. Martinez, 59-61;
also cf. PGM IV 354,1510ff., XXXVI. 134-60, LXI. 1-38/PDM lxi. 159-96; Suppl. Mag. 143, 9;
45, 45; 46,11; 47,10; 48 J9, 23; II 71; 73 ii 6. The "violence"in such prohibitions apparent
to modem readers will be discussed later.
114 Suppl. Mag. II 73. 3-7 (Ist century AD)
113 If she is sitting, let her not keep sitting; if she is chatting with someone, let her not
keep chatting; if she is gazing at someone, let her not keep gazing; if she is going to
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16 aSripoc: this word occurs in only one fragment of Sophocles and
nowhere in the magical papyri. ll6 However, the theme of "being abroad"
as a torment is found in a Coptic love-spell that states: "But let him seek
after me from village to village, from city to city, from field to field, from
country to country, until he comes to me." 117 ’'ABr|poc may connote a
torment common in the Greek erotic charms, namely, that the beloved
"spring up from every house" to meet the operator of the spell. Cf. Suppl.
Mag. 42. 15ff.: Topyovia, rjv aixeicev NiAoyevia, auxriv
sagdcaxai od)xf|v eKTtriSfkß mvxoc xotiod mi mcr|c oudac, kxA,. 118 Thus,
as a whole the fragmentary list still within the general thematic
framework of torments mentioned in other Greek magical texts.
Because of the fragmentary nature of the rest of this spell in
Column 2 it is extremely difficult to make any speculations concerning the
remainder of the love-charm. The last line appears in its entirety,
however, and ties the spell to the preceding love-charm of Column 1 by
repeating the metrical phrase K\)7ipoyeveia xeXei ejcaoiSfiv discussed
above. In sum, this fragmentary section of P. Berol. 21243 juxtaposes
themes common to later magical texts with rarer motifs such as the lover's
admission of his own torments (line 12); the theme of torments also serves
someone, let her not keep going; if she is strolling about, let her not keep strolling; if she
is drinking, let her not keep drinking; if she is eating, let her not keep eating; if she is
kissing someone, let her not keep kissing him; if she is enjoying some pleasure, let her not
keep enjoying it; if she is sleeping, let her not keep sleeping (translation Betz).
H 6 Fragment 639 (Radt), Suppl. Mag. II p. 125.
n 7 P. Smither. JEA 25 (1939) 173 f.
11® Cf. Martinez 62-3.
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to connect the love-spell of Column 2 to the following headache spell
(lines 26-30) where the client threatens to torment the gods themselves.
The Headache Spell (lines 26-30). As the only extant charm against
headache that contains direct threats toward the gods in the magical
papyri, this charm is unique in structure. Various spells against other
ailments offer examples of such behavior. The text runs as follows:
7rpoc K£(paA,aAy(av • ’'Oceipic rcovei xr|v K£(paAf|v, 6 vAp[p.cov
7lo]v£l T01)C KpOTOC(pODC xrjc
KEcpaArjc, ’H[c]£V£(poi)c 7ro[v]ei xo 7i£p(|j.£xpov xric K£(paA[ri]c.
o\) (J,ri 7iai)cr)xai [
vOc]£ipi[c]
28 7iovcov xf|v K£(paAf)v, oi) |Lifi mi)cr|Tai 6 ’'Agficov ttovcov toxic
Kpoxacpouc K£(paAf|c,
01) |lf| 7iai)CTlT[ai ’Hc]£V£<pol)[c TtOVOUCOc] TO 7l£p{|l£TpOV xf|C
K£(paArjc, £coc mi)cr|Tai
TtpcoTov 6 s£iva Travx [ c. 9 ].
Against headache: Osiris has a headache, Ammon has pain in the
temples of his head, Esenepthys has pain all through her head.
Osiris shall never stop being pained in his head, Ammon shall
never stop being pained in the temples of his head, Esenepthys
shall never stop being pained all through her head, until he, NN,
first stops completely . ..
A demotic magical papyrus offers a parallel (P. Louvre E3229, col. 5. 23-6,
1): 'The copper is bent down. The neshmet-bark will not stop sinking.
The great river draws blood. Isis is ill, [Nephjthys ...The copper will not
stop bending. The neshmet-bark will not stop sinking. Nephthys will not
stop until they [make] him do the thing which so and so desires from
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him." 119 It is significant that this text was written in demotic, for threats
and insults directed toward the gods are a very standard means of
persuading a deity in ancient Egyptian magical practice. In Chapter 534 of
the Pyramid Texts, for example, we find the writer insulting the gods by
calling Seth "Castrated," Khenty-Irty "Spittle," Isis "Motherless and
Swollen," and Nephthys a "Concubine without a Vagina." 120 In an
ancient Egyptian magical spell for healing from the Coffin Texts, the
magician threatens to prevent all sacrifice to the gods until the human
ailment is cured. 121 The ancient Egyptian magician could even threaten
the animals in whom the Egyptian gods were incarnated 122 or threaten to
burn or put to the torch a god if the desired effect of the spell was not
accomplished! 123
Likewise, it is not uncommon in ancient Egyptian magical texts for
the gods themselves to be depicted with headaches; the connection
between the human realm and the troubled divine realm in these instances
is obvious and closely resembles the later Stoic conception of the cosmos
Cited by Maltomini in Suppl. Mag. II p. 126, but translated by J.H. Johnson, Enchoria 7
(1977) 72 ( non vidi).
120 C. Jacq. Egyptian Magic. Bolchazy-Carducci 1985,102.
121 Coffin Text 7. 43; cf. Jacq 103.
122 Borghouts #32.
123 Coffin Text 148-150; Jacq 128. This is not to say that threats do not occur in the magical
texts from the Greek tradition (cf. especially PGM IV. 209f; PGM XII. 55f; PGM XXXIV. If;
LVII. 2f.), but for the most part these texts have been influenced by Egyptian magic - it is
worthwhile to note only the Egyptian origins of these threats here. In the ancient world
lamblichus found Egyptian influence in threats as well (de Myst. VI. 5-7); cf. Martinez 69-
74.
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and the principle of c\)gmoeia. If any divine figure has a headache, 124 a
human has a headache, and if Re has a headache, the entire world is
troubled! 125 That humans with headaches are likened to the gods with
headaches is stated explicitly in some ancient Egyptian magical texts. A
certain man with a headache who is likened to Horus receives pity from
Isis herself in a magical text from Bourghouts. 126 But why the anger and
threats toward deities with a headache? In the ancient Egyptian tradition,
headaches arose from a divinity considered hostile to man; these divinities
were the same divinities who favored man at times, but who were capable
of throwing aside their benevolent personae. As dangerous divinities 'They
may then be threatened, attacked, and even killed."
127 Morenz notes that
in times of illness, man confronts the divine in "belligerent self-defense;"
many ancient Egyptian medical texts are addressed and directed toward
the divinities supposedly in charge of this illness. 128 Thus, this last
headache spell of P. Berol. 21243 exibits pure Egyptian tendencies, and
points to the fact that magical texts of the Augustan period contained
124 Horus is the god who most often has a headache; cf. Jelinkova-Reymond, Les
Inscriptions de la statue guerisseuse de Djed-her-le-Sauveur (Cairo 1956) 39; also P. Louvre N 3
279, 31 and n. 3 ( non vidi, cited by Jacq 116).
128 Jacq 116.
26 Bourghouts #43 and 44. Spell #43: Horus is fighting with Seth for the Unique Bush
a /zmm-plant which Geb had brought forth. Re, 'listen to Horus! Should he keep
silent because of Geb? Horus is suffering from his head! Give him (something) to dispel
his torments, Isis! Take a decision, mother of Horus!'
'I have indeed applied (something) to all his sore spots." ... .etc.
Spell #44: Look, she has come, Isis there, she has come, swaying her hair like a mourning
woman, she being of disordered appearance herself like the hair of her son Horus on
account of the smashing of his head, of the ruffling of his side-locks by Seth the son of
Nut, during that fight in the great valley!... etc.
227 Morenz 26.
128 Morenz 27.




PART II. Interpretations of lines 15-27 of Column I
As noted earlier these lines have yet to be irrefutably interpreted,
but it is generally believed that this section contains an historiola or
mythological exemption (an abbreviated narrative incorporated into a
magical spell often taken from foreign mythology) in three parts,
employing both utterances and narratives from a myth.2 That magical
spells and the myths behind them were recited is not questioned, and the
performative aspect of magical spells and their mythical exempla give
much power to the magician interested in completing an efficacious spell
for his paying client. 3 Once the mythical precedent is cited, "the god is
obliged to act in the same way now as then, this time to the benefit of the
conjuror/suppliant."4 The recitation of such mythical narratives directs
their intrinsic "narrative" power into the human realm,
5 for having once
been in the same situation as described by the myth, "the god is induced
to act in a way favorable to the magician" and his client. 6
1 It should be noted that throughout the section the text is badly damaged, thus one must
put forward all conjectures lightly, especially since no other distinctparallels to this
section in Greek magical texts have yet come to light.
2 Often the mythological sources behind such exempla are obscure, but occasionally
scholars discover the myth; cf. Koenen, L CdE 37 (1962) 167-74. For a brief discussion of
historiolae, cf. Brashear (1995) 3438-3440.
3 Of course, the power involved in the oral performance of a magical spell in no way
lessened the power of its written form. Written magic was just as important as a spoken
magic. One of the most common imperatives in the Greek Magical Papyri is ypoupe, for
example, and writing the names of the people involved in a spell and inscribingcertain
ritual phrases or drawings on tablets or amulets prescribed by a magician are common
practices in the magical texts (Cf. PGM XIII. 47, 210, 417, 565; 111. 711; VII. 300, 451, 941; 11.
27, 34, 64; VIII. 60, etc.).
4 Brashear(l99s) 3439.
5 Frankfurter, D. "Narrating Power: The Theory and Practice of the Magical Historiola in
Ritual Spells," Ancient Magic and Ritual Power, eds., Meyer and Mirecki, 2.
6 Brashear (1995) 3439.
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It is worthwhile to note a few structural elements here. First, P.
Berol 21243 describes events in mythic time by using the past tense;
second, this spell lacks voces magicae (as do all the spells on the Berlin
papyrus), and suggests that here the magical power is contained within
the narrative itself, within a performed mythical story, not only in sacred
names or symbols. 7 Recited myths had a powerful effect: they "are told as
events in mythic time, but are punctuated with dramatic monologues
delivered by various deities, giving the narrative a strong 'presence' if
heard aloud. Indeed, it seems that the central "act" in the Egyptian
historiola is not so much a gesture or movement but a god's utterance of a
name or spell - thus reciting divine dialogue takes on special
significance." 8
I suggest the following as a hypothesis. 6 Seiva speaks the first
five lines (15-20) presumably while handling some sort of object or oucia; 9
at this point the drama shifts into the third person with a description of
7 Ibid 4. On the other hand, many early magical non-erotic binding spells contain no
voces magicae, yet beyond a doubt people believed in their power.
8 Ibid 5.
9 What the 6 Seiva actually does in this section remains a concern. There are two main
possibilities. First, 6 Seiva can refer to the person completing the speech of the action, the
reciter (e.g. line 16, so Maltomini); in this interpretation the client undergoes his desired
transformation via speech alone. Such transformation by speech is evident in various
Egyptian and Near Eastern creation myths, for example (cf. Martinez 98-99 for more
references). Second, 6 seiva can refer to the actual completer of the action; in other
words, the client, in addition to speaking, performs some rite with hishands or mouth
during the spell (so Betz). This second interpretation rules out the first, namely that
transformation comes about only through speech; but it seems unreasonable to propose
one interpretation over the other on the basis of the evidence we have. In our eyes the
written text seems to support the interpretation that speech effected the desired outcome,
but in the absence of any other physical record, we cannot assume that ritual did not
occur. In all likelihood, the spell contained a mixture of both, but since only the papyrus
is extant, we must concentrate upon the text.
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the action completed so far by the client; the magician probably recites
these two lines. The recitation picks up again at line 23 where the client
finishes the spell with a wish and the formulaic exhortation to Aphrodite
discussed above. This dramaturgic structure projects a novelty and
excitement onto the first spell of P. Berol. 21243, and scholars have put
forward quite a few attractive hypotheses concerning these mysterious
lines which I will discuss here. In all likelihood, this section contains
elements of many of these theories instead of adhering structurally to only
one interpretation. Again, the text:
<p cxai [ c. 9 ] xa
16 e [ ]xa[ ] s’e'XaPov cou [xo o]g|Lia. 6 se(i)va-
cod [rf|]v \|/Dxf)v. 6 sei[va c. 5 ]pr|v cod
tod aigocxoc. [6 6(eiva) •] expriccxpLri[v cod c. 7 ]
6 s(ewa) • KaxE9a[yov] cod to f|7tap. 6 s(eiva) -[c. 5 ]cd
20 |ir|v cod t[o Sejpga. 6 B(£iva) • £7iovr)ca. f| oea q
ev tcoi ODp[av]coi aDxov 7ipOK[a]xiB£ ml e[y]e-
veto ai)Tcb[i 7i]avTa Kaxa \i/D%fiv [ ]
6 B(£iva) • deep’ fjc 'nliLijEpac (Kai) copac coi [ ]
24 vav [ ]o£ica vri cxao£ic[ ?] x £|i7i£c[ ] £ic Epcoxa,
£ic (pi7,[i]av [K]ai eic (c)Topyriv [ ] [ ]
a7ioodvco. [cb] 7c6xvia oeoc i[ c. 8 ]£paicoi
p[oi] £7TaOlBflV.
(NN says the following): "I took your eye. (NN): I took your soul.
(NN): I your blood. (NN): I used you. (NN): I ate your
liver. (NN): I your skin. I did it."
The goddess in heaven looked down upon him and everything
happened according to the wish of his soul
(NN says the following): from that day and from that hour
may she (?) standing - - falling in love, friendship and affection
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until (?) I die. Mistress goddess Isis, fulfill for me this charm
completely.
Brashear was the first to put forward the theory that the myth
recited here is based on an Egyptian tale of cannibalism. 10 Examples of
myths pertaining to cannibalism do exist in ancient Egyptian literature, 11
but to look toward the Egyptian tradition solely because of a reference to
the eating of flesh is too limited an interpretation. Cannibalism is certainly
not absent from Greek literary or mythological sources. The myth of the
meal of Tydeus serves as a good example. The hero Tydeus, badly
wounded in war, was about to die before the Theban gates. Tydeus was
loved by Athena, and she immediately went to Zeus for a drug to make
Tydeus immortal. While she was gone, Tydeus was given the severed
head of his enemy Melanippos to snack upon, and when Athena returned
she found him busily sucking out Melanippos' brains. In disgust Athena
denied him the drug and thus his immortality. Brief references to Tydeus'
delight at eating the brains of his enemy abound in ancient Greek
literature, 12 and the story also appears in pictorial representation, most
notably the Rosi krater, a vase of c. 450 BC perhaps by the Eupolis
painter. 13 This is not to say that such cannibalism was condoned by Greek
10 Brashear (1979) 269ff. and (1995) 3462-3.
11 Jacq 9-11.
12 The ultimate source for the story was epic, perhaps the Thebais; other mentions include
a scholiast to Pindar ( N. 10,12b); Apollodorus (Bibl. 111. 6. 8); Schol. Ven. Ar. Aves, 1536;
schol. Horn. 11,5. 126 (fr. 97 Jacoby); Geneva scholion II on 11, 5. 126; Libanius
Progymnasmata R. iv. 1100.
13 Beazley, J. "The Rosi Krater" JHS 67 (1947) 1-9. Cf. also Vermeule 132-133.
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society Athena withheld Tydeus immortality because of his disgusting
action. Likewise, in Homer the accusation of cannibalism or omophagy
was an insult of serious proportions. 14 Clearly instances of cannibalism
existed in Greek mythology; to attribute a mythological exemplum to the
Egyptian tradition on the basis of an apparent description of cannibalism
is hasty.
In the context of cannibalism, Brashear also refers to PGM IV. 296-
355, a spell in which a practitioner crafts a statuette of the beloved in a
submissive posture and another statuette of the god Ares ready to plunge
a sword into her neck. The statuette is then pierced with thirteen needles
in various parts of her body (eyes, brain, belly, etc.) "so that she may
remember no one but" the beloved alone (line 329). The connection
between this violence and "cannibalism" is not strong however, especially
in light of the violence so commonly perpetrated against the beloved in so
many of the binding and love-spells of the Greek magical texts— such
violence has no connection to cannibalism per se.
Brashear is inclined to interpret such magical
//love,'-spells in
twentieth century romantic terms. He states: "from the reading of this
creepy cannibalism ritual we think of the primitive rituals where the
person who gives the invocation hopes that through the eating or the
seizure of body members of his enemy (hair, fingernails, blood, heart,
liver, etc.) he will also get his power. Here, but at the very end (line 25),
the reader surprisingly understands that the text is not a spell for




a curse or something similar, but only a love-spell." 15 Yet in a
majority of ancient magic love-spells the frustration of the pursuer,
brought on by the erotic attraction of the beloved, manifests itself in the
operator's threats to destroy the beloved with love-sickness if she doesn't
come to him. Often the client states the desired control in violent terms:
T lci Kai "Ocipi Kai %oovoc (Saipovec) ’ApA.ap'yoovxcoOco, 'A(3paca^,
Kai Saipovec oi vno xov %oovov, eyeipecoe, oi eK xob pdoooc, Kai
Tioipcaxe xpv Seiva, pv cxckcv p Seiva, aypDTiveiv, aepO7iexeiaoai,
Tiewcbcav, su|/cbcav, otivoo pp xoyxavo'ocav, epaooai epob xob Seiva,
ob exeKev p Seiva, epcoxi CTiAayxviKcb, ecoc av e'Aop Kai xpv OpAA)Kpv
eaoxpc cpbciv xp apeevuep poo KoAVpcp. eav 5e oeXp Koipacoai,
i)7iocxpcbcaxe abxp cixxbpac dmvoivac, erci Sexcbv Koxpacpcov cKoXoTiac,
i'va poi ercwebcp £7ii exaipcoxucrj cpiMa, kxA. (PGM XXXVI. 144-154).
In Brashear's analysis then, violence as a fundamental factor in ancient
magical love-charms is underestimated. The following spell encapsulates
the connection between violence and ancient eroticism:
pp eiceAopc abxrjc Sia xcbv oppaxcov, |iifi Sia xcbv 7iAe\)pcbv, pp Sia xcbv
ppSe Sia xob opcpaAob ppSe Sia xcbv peXcbv, aXXa Sia xpc
H/'uX'nc, Kai epgeivov ocbxpc ev xp KapSia Kai Kabcov abxpc xa
cnAdyxva, xo axpooc, xo r|7iap, xo Tivebpa, xa ocxa, xobc pueAobc, ecoc
eAOp Tipoc epe, xov Seiva, cpiXobcd pe Kai Tioipcp Tiavxa xa oeXppaxa
pen) (be eycb oe [Zpbpvav] Kaxamco Kai Sovaxp ei, obxco f|c
(piVcb, xpc Seiva, Kaxamocov xov eyKecpaAov, eKKaucov Kai £Kcxpe\|/ov
abxpc xa aTitaxyxva, abxpc xo aipa, ecoc eXOp Tipoc epe, xov
Seiva xpc Seiva (PGM IV. 1523-1548).
15 Brashear 269 (italics mine).
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One only needs to consider the pierced figurine mentioned earlier or the
language of the spells just discussed for evidence of the conflation
between erotic desire and violence in Greek erotic spells. 16
In addition, nearly all of the body parts mentioned in this part of
the spell are body parts commonly afflicted with burning and pain in
other violent love-charms in the Greek magical papyri, including the spell
just cited, PGM IV. 1525-1535 (toc ogjiaxa, f| \j/u%fi, to pTiap).l7 Likewise,
another spell, a love-charm directed toward Helios, contains similar
commands to set on fire the heart, viscera, liver, spirit, and bones of the
beloved (PGM VII. 981-93). We might also note that among the pierced
body parts of the female figurine mentioned earlier are eyes and genitalia.
Such lists of body parts targeted specific physical or mental functions such
as sleeplessness, passion, or sexual energy and served to inform the
invoked deities how to control the beloved; the extent of the lists of body
parts named serves to control the total person. The consistency between
the list in P. Berol. 21243 and other magical spells is significant.
Moreover, destruction of the client himself often took place if
his erotic desire was not fulfilled. Either he wasted away through the
"sickness" of love or he committed suicide in despair. Greek literature is
full of images of spurned lovers turned suicidal (Phaidra or Dido come to
mind immediately); the motif was so common in the ancient world that
16 An extant figurine like the one described above was found along with a love-spell of
the same sort on papyrus; cf. Kambitsis, S. "Une nouvelle tablette magique d' Egypte,
Musee du Louvre, Inv. E. 27145, 3 e/4e siecle," BIFAO 76 (1976) 213-23; Suppl. Mag. 47.
17 cf. also PGM VII. 981-93 (extremely fragmentary).
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Lucian even makes fun of it: "in a checklist of those entering Hades are
'seven who slew themselves for eros'" (Catapl. 6). 18
In this context then, it is noteworthy that Isis, one of the
major players in P. Berol. 21243, is a goddess of healing. In ancient
Egyptian mythology Isis is always the one who heals Horus from a
snakebite or provides a cure against scorpion sting, and as such a goddess,
in medical papyri and countless magical spells she is invoked as the
logical healer of one afflicted. 19 The importance of her presence in these
love-spells, charms written and recited for the benefit of a person suffering
a "sickness," is obvious. As a healer Isis is, of course, also a goddess of
metamorphosis. As discussed above, during the performance of a love-
spell, the client beseeches the deity to transform the beloved she is the
one to become tortured with love-sickness, to be transformed into her
opposite. Once the spell is effected, the client's own love-sickness departs
as a result of the remedium amoris. Isis' power over the realm of
metamorphoses is significant in Egyptian mythology. She herself changes
shape,20 but more importantly, Isis transforms others most
symbolically, Isis raised Osiris from the dead.21 In sum, Isis' role as a
18 Winkler (1991) 238, n. 49. On this topic in general Winkler gives exhaustive references.
Cf. especially p. 222-3 and note 49.
19 Cf. Griffiths, The Isis Book 236.
20 In the Contendings Between Horus and Seth (cf. Griffiths, Plut. De Is. et Os. 545 f.).
21 Cf. the Songs ofIsis and Nepthys 14, 25 ff.: "She dispels the evil which appertains to thy
flesh, / and the stroke as though it had never been" (Griffiths, The Isis Book 236). On p.
24 Griffiths notes that myths containing metamorphoses are the matrix for folk-tales. I
have checked references to stories of metamorphoses in Stith-Thompson's Catalogue of
Folklore Motifs but have found nothing that could relate concretely to this passage of P.
Berol. 21243.
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goddess of metamorphoses and healing gives more credence to the theory
that this passage of P. Berol. 21243 is connected simply to common erotic
themes of violence, torment and love-sickness rather than to some sort of
"cannibalism."
A second interpretation of lines 15-27 of Column I posited by
Maltomini is one of ritual Bia(3oAf|. AiaPoAf] is a common technique in the
magical papyri and involves slander against the beloved; such slander
consists in a projection of a violation of a god's sacred ritual onto the
person to be affected by the spell. Such a recitation of the "offenses" that
the beloved has supposedly committed angers and provokes the god to
act according to the client's wishes. There are numerous examples of such
slander from the Greek magical texts;22 this first example appears in the
context of a love-spell, PGM VII 604ff:
aikq yap eipr)Kev, oxt 6 ’laco ovk <i] Beiva eipriKBv,> oxi
’AScovai £7ii xoAco (3(a e(3Arior|, <f) Sdva £ipr|K£v,> oxi ,ri Sdva
£ipr|K£v, oxi f) SHva £ipriK£v, oxi kxA.
Here is another parallel from the realm of love:
q Beivd ecnv f| EiTrobca on --<o\)K> eyco eijui Eurobca oxt- eyob i'Bov
xqv g£yicxr|v oeov KaxaAurobcav xov koXov xov oopaviov q Beiva
ecxiv q eiTiouca- kxV (PGM IV. 2478ff.).23
A third parallel involves general slander but does not mention love (PGM
IV 2654ff.).24
22 Suppl. Mag. II p. 118. Cf. also PGM 111. 5,114-115; VII. 593-619; IV. 2475.
23 Ibid 118.
24 In the context of the cited love spells, a request that the god takes the beloved from her
house and attract her to the client follows the ritual slander.
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It has been said that an interpretation of ritual siapoA.fi for this
passage of the Berlin text "would explain the dramaturgic structure
perfectly," 25 but it does not; some aspects of these examples of siaPoA.fi fit
neither the tone nor the grammar of lines 15-27. In the parallels cited, the
beloved, NN, is reported to have said or done whatever goes against the
god by verbs in the third person. In the first example the slanderous
actions of NN are described thus: avxri yap eipr|K£v (PGM VII. 604ff). The
second example runs, f| seiva ... ... eqrri... (PGM TV. 2654 ff.), and
the last example continues this third-person pattern: p Seiva ecxiv f|
eiTiouca oxi, etc. (PGM IV. 2478). Thus the passages introducing the
slandered are purely descriptive in nature and do not switch into a first
person recitative until the client contrasts his own actions with the
slanderous acts of the beloved by saying, for example: <ovk> eyco eipi
euroika oxi - (PGM IV. 2479); the client of P. Berol. 21243 is the only one
who speaks in a first person voice. The verbal structure of the
mythological exemplum varies from the above pattern as well; it is recited
entirely in the first person and switches into a third person description
only when the reaction of the goddess is described (lines 20-22).
Neither does the third-person narrative of lines 20-22 (the
description of the goddess in heaven) fit the overall pattern of the ritual
Biocpo>wfi noted so far. Lines 20-22 run:
f| 9ea
f| ev ran o\)p[av]a>i a\)iov 7ipoK[a]Tise Kai e[y]e-
vexo a\)TO)[i 7i]avTa Kaxa \|/\)xriv
25 Suppl. Mag. II p. 118.
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The goddess in heaven looked down upon him, and it happened to
him according to every wish of his soul.
The text here is fragmentary but the meaning is clear; something has
happened correctly (either the ritual or the recitation of the exemplum), and
by looking down upon him (onruov) the goddess here acknowledges that
the proper magical steps have been taken; the client gets what he wants
(mi e[y]£V£xo a\)xcb[i 7i]avia Kara \|n)xr|v). No such acknowledgment of
success occurs in any ritual siapcAf| of the Greek Magical Papyri that I have
seen, nor does such a positive tone match the negative, violent tone of the
slander-spells under discussion.
On the other hand, perhaps the simple "6 Be(i)va-" serves as an
introduction for the slandered person reciting lines of impious talk against
a god, much like the introduction of a character in a play. If the 6 Beiva
were the slandered however, a gender switch from the feminine beloved
(in the apple-spell) to the masculine 6 Selva would be neccessary. As
noted above, gender switching was a fairly common accident in the
papyri, but there are simply no extant instances in ritual BiaPcAfi spells of
a masculine target; handbooks always represented the slandered beloved
as female.26 The same problem exists for the avxov of line 21. In a
siaPcAf|-interpretation of this passage, the beloved/slandered (who is in
all likelihood female in the context of ritual siocPcAf|) finished speaking in
line 20 (£7ro(r)ca). The spell continues with the goddess looking down
26 This is not to say that it would be impossible for one slandered to be referred to by
amasculine pronoun either in a homosexual spell or a gender-neutral spell; there are just
no examples fromthe existing texts, however.
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upon ocuTov (masculine), not af)xf)v, the feminine pronoun that would
likely refer to the female slandered of the spell. A switch from the
feminine here to the masculine would be odd, not only because
handbooks represent the slandered as feminine, but also because the only
instances of the pronoun amoc switching gender are found solely with
reference to its nominative/accusative neuter plural: aura 27 Moreover, it
is highly unlikely that the consistent references to a masculine participant
in the mythological story are accidental gender slips on the part of the text.
Thus, the role-switching difficulties and gender confusion involved in the
interpretation of the ritual siocpcAf| make the reading all the more unlikely,
but in the absence of any satisfactory interpretation, the theory must still
stand as a tenous possibility 28
A third interpretation of this section of Column I rests upon
speculation concerning the specific myth involved in the possible
mythological exemplum. Since no proper names appear we must turn to a
deep analysis of the text for elucidation of the story behind the spell.
The identification of 6 Seiva is a problem. Brashear connects 6
beiva to a mythical personage involved in the mythological exemplum who
claims to have swallowed the body parts of a goddess by which a mystic
22 Even in these cases aura rarely refers to substances of other genders or numbers, and
such occurences date from a much later period than P. Berol. 21243 (late 2nd to 3rd
centuries A.D.) (Gignac 176).
28 It should be noted here that if these lines are in fact ritual BiafkAf|, such a formula may
give the spell a particularly Egyptian tone. Cf. Bourghouts # 112: "It is not I who have
said it," etc. Cf. also Bourghouts #135 and #lO. Betz also notes that ritual BiaPoA,f| is
common in numerous ancient Egyptian texts (Betz, Translation, 83 n. 314).
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union is brought about with the goddess; she then grants wishes to 6 Seiva. 29
This is an admirable but suspect reading for two reasons. I find no
parallels either for 6 /ri seiva referring to a divinity or a daimon in the
magical texts30 or an operator actually eating parts of a divinity; thus I
turn at first to a more literal reading of the apparent action of the text.
Simply, this section of the spell refers to a well-known myth
recited in direct speech of a god for added efficacy. The client, 6 seiva,
participating in a "play" of sorts, recites these lines and thereby acts out
the role of the mythical personage in the historiola ; it is significant to note
that he claims to swallow different body parts of a beloved, not
neccessarily a goddess. When the goddess involved in the recited myth
sees that 6 seiva has completed the prerequisite action according to the
famous story, everything happens according to his wishes (lines 20-22 in
the third person). The spell continues as the 6 seiva repeats more phrases
about eternal love and concludes this section by invoking Isis.
This hypothesis will become clearer in an examination of the
precise mythological source behind the historiola. But what is the story?
As noted above certain "cannibalistic" tendencies in this section of the
papyrus have been noted. A literal interpretation of lines acknowledged
to be taken from a myth is a potential misreading, however. Analysis of
the famous magical figurine mentioned above offers valuable evidence.
Her body is pierced with thirteen needles; to our modem eyes such
29 Brashear 270ff; Betz 317.
30 Often an unidentified divine being is referred to by an expression like "octic rcox’ el "or
something similar. Cf. Martinez 53-55.
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piercing appears cruel, gorey, and perhaps even murderous, but to
suppose that the desired outcome of the magical spell connected with the
figurine is only one of wounding and harm rather than one of mental
control over the beloved is erroneous. Likewise it is a misreading of the
exemplum of P. Berol. 21243 to suppose that the mythological action occurs
in reality just as it is described by the client. In reference to defixiones
Gager makes a remark appropriate also in this context: "Like much else in
this and similar texts, the language is deeply symbolic and will simply not
allow an overly literal interpretation." 31 Accordingly, I postulate that the
mythological exemplum does not reflect literal eating of flesh (cannibalism)
but symbolic consumption of a different sort sexual consumption, and
specifically, the popular myth of the sexual consumption ofOsiris by Isis
after his death.
We turn to Plutarch's Isis and Osiris32 for a complete description of
the popular Egyptian myth of Osiris' death at the hands of Typhon, Isis'
subsequent mourning, and her discovery of his body. 33 Typhon conspired
against Osiris and built a coffin the size of Osiris' body; Typhon managed
to close Osiris in the coffin at a festival, and he threw it into a river that
would carry the chest out to sea. When Isis discovered the trick she
wandered all over the land searching for her husband; children revealed
to her where the chest had been cast up onto shore. In the meantime wild
heather had grown up around the entire chest so that it was no longer
31
Gager, J. Curse Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient World. Oxford 1992, 81.
32 Plut. De Iside et Osiride, J.G. Griffiths, ed. University of Wales Press (1970).
33 Plut., Isis and Osiris 138 -18
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visible; the nearby king of Byblos, looking for wood to strengthen his
palace, had cut the trunk of heather down and used it to support his roof.
Isis arrived there and mourned until the queen's maidservants brought
her to the palace. The queen made her the nurse of her newborn baby.
Isis suckled the child upon her finger and at night burned away the mortal
portions of its body in the fire. The queen, of course, discovered this
activity and would not allow it to continue. Isis demanded the coffin
hidden within the trunk of heather, took it away, opened the chest, lay
upon Osiris and wept. She later hid the body, but Typhon found it again,
and scattered all Osiris' body parts, each in a different place. Isis gathered
all of the parts of his body except the male member which she crafted
anew and consecrated. 34
There is no direct model of this myth found in earlier Egyptian
Pharaonic sources. In fact, Richardson takes the view that Plutarch's story
of Isis and Osiris was adopted and modified exclusively from the Greek
Homeric Hymn to Demeter in which Demeter, bereft at the loss of her
daughter Persephone, mourns on a rock until she is invited into the halls
of a nearby queen. During her stay at the palace, Demeter attempts to
immortalize the queen's son by immersing him in fire at night. The queen
misunderstands, and Demeter demands a cult and center of worship to be
established in her honor at the palace. 35 Clearly the two stories are
34 The substitute evidently had the same procreative powers as the original.
35 For more specific passages and commentary see Richardson, The Homeric Hymn to
Demeter 162,165,181f, and especially 220. For a similar discussion of the parallels
between the two stories see S. Herman, "Isis in Byblos" ZAS 82 (1957) 48-55.
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connected, and their cults also resemble each other to a high degree.
Participants in both the rites of Demeter and Isis attempt to relieve the
goddesses' mourning by laughter, song and dance,36 and both ceremonies
include rituals of fasting and sitting on the ground in imitation of the
mourning deity.37 It is important to note that Isis was a mourning
goddess in Egypt from a very early period, but the specific "detail about
her sitting and weeping at a fountain is plainly taken from Demeter's
myth." 38 At any rate, the Hellenic qualities of this Egyptian story are clear
Let us turn to the body parts listed by the client as he recites his
part of the mythological action. All emphasize a theme of control and
consumption. The first noun, xo ogpa (line 16), is a poetic word that here
may symbolize the abstract conception of "wakefulness" (dyp\)7tvr)xucf] )
rather than "eye." "Wakefulness" as a torture of the beloved often
appears in the magical papyri; the best example of the symbolic use of
"eye" appears in PGM IV. 2943-66, a spell of love-attraction through
wakefulness:
’Aycoyri ayp'o7ivr|xiKfi. Aa(3wv voKxepiSoc 6(poaAp.oi)c ai)xr|v
octioAdcov Kai Aa(3a)v cxaixiov cbp.6v r\ lcripov caropov nXacov Kuvapiov
Kai xov 6<poaA|i6v xrjc vuKxepiSoc eic xov O9oaA|j.6v xo\)
Kxivapiox) evoec Kai xov evcov'up.ov opoicoc eic xov eocovx)(j,ov. Kai
Aa(3a)v peXovr|v Sieipcov xfjv oociav eic a\)xr|v PeAovr)v, Sieipov
Sia xcbv 6(poaA(icbv xoo Kovapioo, iva r\ oocia cpaivrixai
36 cf. Plut. Isis and Osiris 69.
37 cf. Apul. M. 11.23, 28, 30.
38 Griffiths, J. (1970) 324.
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rcavomia, i«7nv 7roir|cov xf|v Seiva aypoTwobcav poi sia rcavxoc
[odcovoc]." 39
The taking (Laptev) of the eye in this spell clearly represents the desired
control of the client over the beloved he wants thoughts of him to keep
her eyes open; she should be tortured by wakefulness. This concept fits in
well with the common motif of torments against the beloved discussed
earlier and adds further depth to the meaning behind to opga in the list of
body parts in P. Berol. 21243 40
Next the client recites that he has taken the beloved's etaxpov
cox) [xf|]v xraijv. 'F'ux'n has numerous and varied meanings and in literary
sources sometimes appears as slang for the female organ 41 About the
evolution of the term Bonner states: "the word \jro%f), as used by lovers,
took on a more fleshy significance, as was natural, passionate love
involving, more than any other feeling, a consciousness of the fusion of
soul and body."42 He continues, "the word \j/x>%f) is not infrequently
simply the self, as in Luke 12,19, Theocritus 16, 24, and probably
39 Love-spell of attraction through wakefulness: Take the eyes of a bat and release it
alive, and take a piece of unbaked dough or unmelted wax and mold a little dog; and put
the right eye of the bat into the right eye of the little dog, implanting also in the same way
the left one in the left. And take a needle, thread it with the magical material and stick it
through the eyes of the little dog, so that the magical material is visible All-
seeing one, lOPE, make her, NN, lie awake for me through all eternity" (Translated by: E.
N. O'Neil in Betz 94).
40 It should be noted here that the difference in terminology between P. Berol. 21243
(ojiga) and the magical text cited above (6(p9aA,|i6c) is not a problem. In Sophocles'
Oedipus Rex, for example, both words are used equally in reference to Oedipus' eyes.
Neither term is more poetic or significant than the other. ’'o|i|i.a also occurs in other
erotic magical papyri (PGM IV. 1525, for example).
41 Betz 339; for literary occurrences cf. Juvenal Sat. 6.193-99; Martial Epigr. 68.5-12;
Sophocles El. 775 (possibly).
42 Bonner 118.
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elsewhere - a complete erotic surrender is implied."43 This explanation
adds a romantic element to the meaning of found in literature and
magical texts, but the sexual undertones of often appear in the
foreground of erotic spells 44 The "Sword of Dardanus" spell, for
example, employs xj/oyf) with the meaning of female pudenda: 45 Eupoc
Aapbdvou • p mXoupivri f)c o\)Bev ecxiv icov sia xf|v evepyiav •
kAavei yap mi ayei \jroxf|v aviiKpuc, ou av Ge^pc.46 A spell to induce
talking in sleep offers the most explicit example: ypatpe eic ttittockiov
iepaxiKov xa ovogaxa mi xouc xapaicxfjpac mi emGec £7tl xf|v xj/u/riv
aaxric mi £7t£pcbxa- mi mvxa coi £^o|icAoyf]C£i. 47
In this context it is important to note the ancient connection
between \|A)xf| and "seed" begotten from the spinal marrow, g-ue^oc.48
Democritus considered the \|/u%fi rooted in the marrow (B 1 Diels) as did
43 Ibid 119. Bonner's "elsewhere" may be the list found in LSJ under vjmxfl- E. Hipp. 505,
X. Oec. 6.14; Lys. 32.12; D. 28.21; for \|A)xr| as appetite see A. Pers. 841; PI. R. 579b; X. Cyr.
8.7.4.
44 cf. PGM IV. 227, 337,1040,1272,1526,1752, 2488, 2744 etc; V11.414, 472; XII. 474-79;
XVIIa.IB (in speaking of this papyrus, Moke [p. 36] adds PGM 1.123); XXXII. 15. Also cf.
PGM vol. 111, vj/uxn. Preisendanz cites Byzantinisch-neugriechische Jarbiicher 1 (1920) 170f.,
where Ganszyniec equates vj/uyfi with aiSoia. Martinez (11-12, n. 49) refutes some of
these examples and adds others. In support of this reading, we might note the common
English euphemism "yourself" for genitalia. Of course, in this interpretation of the
historiola Isis would be referring to male genitalia, but given the gender neutrality of the
masculine auxoc later in the papyrus, there is no reason to believe that the term \|/i>xf|
need be gender-specific here.
45 E. N. O'Neil has concluded that since the operator of this spell does not seek spiritual
love, vj/uxtiv here connotes female genitalia (Betz 69 n. 218).
46 PGM IV. 1719ff.: Sword of Dardanos: Rite which is called "sword," which has no
equal because of its power, for it immediately bends and attracts the soul of whomever
you wish ... (Tr. E. O'Neil from Betz 69).
47 PGM VII. 412 ff.: write on a strip of hieratic papyrus the names and characters
and place it upon her pudenda and ask your questions. And she willconfess everything
to you (Translation E. O'Neil from Betz 129).
48 Hippo of Samos A 3 and 12 (Onians 118).
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Plato in his TimaeusA 9 Plato even called vj/'uxf] seed (c7iepga) and identified
it with the "generative marrow" (yovigoc he claimed ij/vxfi
breathed through the genitals (Timaeus 91 B). This appears to have been a
popular belief, 50 and adds more support to the connection between
genitalia, generative powers and the term \|n)%f| in the Berlin spell.
In other magical texts xj/uxfi complements other body parts
noteworthy in this discussion:51
cbc ugeic Koueco£ mi TropobcGe, oiixcoc ml g f| mpSia xrjc Seiva,
f|c BTBKEV ri Beiva, ecoc av (piAouca ege xov seiva mi xf|v or|VuKf|v
a-oxfic cpuctv xrj apcevucrj goo KoAA,f|crg f]Bri gSri, xaxu.
The close proximity between the terms for heart (f| mpBia ), soul (f| vj/'ox'n),
and genitalia (xf|v cpuciv) in this spell further connects their
meanings and implies that the direct result of controlling one's \|/x>xf| and
mpSia is also a domination over the or|X\)icf|v cpuciv. Although the
separate reference to the vagina (or|ta>Kf|v (pucw) suggests that here \jroxfi
may connote the abstract "soul" or generative power, the complete control
over all bodily functions of the beloved is clear. Here lust and desire take
over every part of the beloved, including her heart and soul. A complete
romantic and sexual surrender is implied; the force of the connected
language in this spell resembles the cumulative effect of the list of body
parts controlled by the client in P. Berol. 21243.
49 73 B ff., 85 B.
50 Onians citesEur. Hipp. 255; Aech. Suppl. 17, 44, 577; perhaps Aristoph. Nubes 712
(Onians 119-120).
51 PGM XXXVI. 80-85: "As you are in flames and on fire, ao also the soul, the heart of her,
NN, whom NN bore, until she comes loving me, NN, and glues her female pudenda to
my male one, immediately, immediately, quickly, quickly" (Tr. E. O'Neil in Betz 270).
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The next item the client lists is the alpa of the beloved (line 18).
The primary meaning of aipa is blood, of course; a figurative meaning is
difficult. 52 The fourth item listed, xo f|mp, is most significant in this
context (line 19). In the ancient world the liver was considered the seat of
all passions (anger, fear, etc.), and in erotic contexts the liver played an
important role as the seat of love. It was mentioned in literary as well as
magical texts,53 including one already cited in the context of violence and
eroticism:
. . .
mi mbcov aoxrjc xa c7iA,ayxva, xo axf|ooc, to f|7iap, to TtvEupa, xa
ocxa, tot)c poeXooc, ecoc 7tpoc £p£, xov Beiva, cpiVobca p£ mi
7ioir]cri jcdvxa xa poo ... .(PGM IV. 1530 - 1535).
As the seat of passions the liver was used in magical rituals as magical
material or ooda. Horace describes the power of a love-drug prepared
from the liver of a boy (Ep. 5. 37-38): exsecta uti medulla et aridum iecur /
amoris esset poculum. Thus, in this section of P. Berol 21243 by
"consuming" the seat of the passions, especially the magical material
central to love, the speaker gains control over all the desires of the
beloved. He now has full power over her emotions and can drag her to
him by his will.
The list ends with a textual lacuna: 6 Beiva- [ c. 5 ]capr|v con x[ c. 3
]p(ia. The verb is difficult, but it is fairly safe to say that the action would
52 LSJ 1.3 defines atpa as "spirit."
55 Theocritus uses the term in such a way in reference to Herakles who traverses the
countryside in search for his love Hylas, abandoning Jason and his quest (XIII. 66-71;cf.
Gow, A. Theocritus. Cambridge 1952). To f|mp commonly refers to the "heart" in
tragedy; cf. Aesch. Eum. 135, Choe. 272, Ag. 432, 792; Eur. Med. 40, 379; Soph. Ant. 1315,
etc. In this context it may also be significant that it is Prometheus' liver that is eaten in
Aech. Prom. Bound (1025). Cf. Onians 84-89.
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have followed the pattern of the most readable verbs before it, £xpr|cdgr|v
and KaT£cpa[yov]. 'Emcagriv (from mTeogai, to eat)54 is an attractive
suggestion as is EyEucapriv 55 The noun to Scppa has often been suggested
over to cTEppa on the grounds that there is not enough space for cn Eppa
within the lacuna.56 Henderson's observations on the possibility of Seppa
meaning “prepuce" should again be noted here (cf. Part I), and based on
the possible semantic context of this passage I accept to Scppa. In sum, the
unmistakable vocabulary in this section with its emphasis on sexual
control only supports the hypothesis that the mythological exemplum of
the Berlin papyrus is based upon the mythical union between Isis and the
dead Osiris.
The fact that Isis, a female goddess, is the aggressor in a myth that
provides the basis of a spell in which a male is the aggressor is not
problematic. In mythology Isis often played the more active role in her
sexual relationship with Osiris. In P. Louvre I 3079 Isis states, "I have
played the part of a man although lam a woman . . ."57 In the Maroneian
aretalogy (line 17) Isis also acts as aggressor; the writer states: covoikov 8’
etaxpec CEpocmv. 58 Thus, the gender difference between the deity and the
operator of the spell poses no difficulty.
54 This suggestion was made by W. G. Amott (non vidi) and mentioned by Brashear 272.
55 ByEuadgriv is H. Maehler's suggestion mentioned in Suppl. Mag. II 72. 17.
86 Suppl. Mag. 11. p. 119.
P. Louvre 13079, col. 110.10, trans. Griffiths, Plutarch de Iside et Osiride 353 and cited by
Maltomini, Suppl. Mag. II p. 122.
58 Suppl. Mag. II p. 122.
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In the final section of this exemplum the client repeats phrases
about eternal love. Such language complements the sexual overtones of
the preceding lines well since the sexual relationship between Isis and
Osiris was also considered only part of the relationship between the two
deities in the ancient magical texts; the emotional attachment between Isis
and Osiris was just as important as their sexual union in myth. The most
poignant example of their emotional relationship as a paradigm occurs in
Supplementum Magicum 51, a love-charm that concludes as follows:
d)c fi 7 lcic xov ’'Ocipiv ecp(Xr|C£v,
oikcoc cpiVeixco fi Maxpwva toy ©eoScopov
£7U toy a7iavxa xpovov xrjc auxric (8-9).
In addition to the sexual overtones in their story then, the mere mention of
Isis and Osiris in the context of an erotic spell would have evoked
thoughts about the tenderness and romance of love in the mind of the
client involved. This connection to romantic surrender would not have
escaped the notice of the client of a violent a love-charm such as PGM
XXXVI. 134-160, a text containing a violent slander spell in which the
client supplicates both Isis and Osiris to bring the beloved, cursed with
love-sickness, to his bed. Here Isis and Osiris are clearly deities who
control sexual fulfillment but their power in the realm of romance was
omnipresent.
Regardless of the story supporting this love-charm however, we
must ask whether it is possible to assume that an ancient audience would
have comprehended a performed myth in which no specific names were
recited. According to Frankfurter: "it is important to realize that,
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whatever the history of the motifs, historiolae themselves function in a
present that requires only that they be recognizable." 59 The general
recognizability of such an exemplum "renders its utterance felicitous."60
Surely the popular myth of Isis and Osiris, two of the most powerful
Graeco-Egyptian deities in the late Hellenistic period, was recognizable to
anyone even remotely familiar with Graeco-Egyptian culture, but
especially someone who lived and worked in the Fayum and who sought
help in love from a magician; moreover, this myth occurs elsewhere in the
papyri.6l
We may find a parallel to sheer "recognizability" of traditional
material in the use of quotations from Homer in the Greek Magical Papyri,
even though these lines were quoted for the purpose of bibliomancy
rather than mythical efficacy. Their inherent power was still recognized
by the listener. Often quotations of one Homeric line serve as separate
charms both in the papyri and on amulets. 62 The lines are quoted out of
context of course, and in the so-called "Homer Oracle" (PGM VII. 1-148)
even segments of lines appear that do not constitute syntactical units.63
Obviously, the lines that did not include sense units or specific proper
names nevertheless were considered valuable enough for quotation and,
on a more mundane level, worthy of a client's financial expenditure. In
59 Frankfurter 28.
60 Frankfurter 26.
61 Cf. also PGM IV. 1474: f| ~lcn<; epr| cruvogeuvov aSetapov exovoa ev (0p0i<;...; For a
reference to Isis' search for Osiris from the magical texts cf. PGM XXIVa. 10: f|
T
lcn<;
eounfjq tov aSetapov xal av6pa’'Ooipiv.
62 Betz 47, n. 1.
63 Betz 119.
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this way the myth behind the exemplum in P. Berol. 21243 was so
embedded in the culture of the listener that it needed no explicit title or
names for identification. Its description contained enough power.
On the other hand, line 26 could very well have contained a name:
[co] 7cotvicc oea i[ c. 8 Jepaicoi xeAecov jli[ov] xeAiav emoiSfjv. There is a bit
of ink to the left of the lacuna that may be an iota; on this basis,
Merkelbach has suggested Bed Tl[ci 64 This emendation supports Isis' role
in the mythological exemplum. Moreover, the phrase f| Bed f| ev xcbi
o\)p[av]coi (line 20 f.) may almost be considered a divine name and is
surely a reference to someone specific. In PGM IV. 2559, for example,
Selene is called odpavia,6s and in an introduction to another spell to Selene
Aphrodite herself receives the title ’A(ppoBixr| Oupavfa (PGM VII. 865). In
light of these examples it is possible that the phrase could refer to
"heavenly Aphrodite" and thus to Isis through syncretism.
In sum, the interpretation of the myth of Isis and Osiris adds a
thought-provoking dimension to a mythical exemplum of P. Berol 21243.
The sexual force of this Egyptianized myth applied toward the erotic
desire of the client is powerful and compelling, but I sound a note of
caution here. It is known that magicians created suitable myths as the
need arose in the performance of spells or borrowed appropriate stories
from foreign sources that may no longer be extant.66 Nevertheless,
64 Suppl. Mag. 11. p. 120.
65 Cf. also PGM IV. 2562 and 2853.
66 Brashear (1995) 3439. As an example he cites AEMT 23, an ancient Egyptian magical
text that makes use of both Canaanite and Babylonian deities (cf. p. 3439 especially n.
291).
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whether we accept the suggestion that the exemplum relies upon the myth
of Isis and Osiris or not, the vocabulary and its sexual connections in this
section shouldn't be overlooked. Even without consideration of implicit
sexual power brought to the fore by this specific myth, the end result of
the recitation of the list of body parts is still the client's feeling of control
over the composite body and mind of the beloved; such terminology can
stand alone in its power even without reference to mythology.
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PART III. Structural Similarities and Cultural Elements.
Ancient Egyptian magical texts offer more support of such an
interpretation of the mythological exemplum, and a brief discussion of
Egyptian magic pertinent to this section of the Berlin text will lead us into
consideration of other Egyptian elements in the text as a whole. The spells
of P. Berol. 21243 exhibit influence of the Egyptian magical tradition far
more than previously investigated and point to the papyrus as
representative of the syncretistic magical community that flourished in the
late Hellenistic and Roman periods.
In the context of the historiola it is noteworthy that similar
mythological references and stories abound in ancient Egyptian magical
spells from as early as the second millennium B.C. Narratives containing
such myths liken an earthly case to a mythological antecedent; often these
stories contain specific names or references to specific myths, but
occasionally they do not a certain myth is merely intimated, and
sometimes the person who uses the spell, the client, is not explicitly
identified with the divine role he takes on by participating in the mythical
story (by the eyco eijii formula, for example). These are the rarer types of
implicit connections from ancient Egyptian magical texts that I will
consider here, calling attention to the instances when either specific myths
or an explicit identification between the client and the divine are absent.
Such subtleties parallel the mythical exemplum of P. Berol. 21243 in which
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there may be no direct identification between the client and the divine.
1 I
will also consider ancient Egyptian spells that exhibit a narrative structure
similar to lines 15-27 of the Berlin text where the narrative switches from
the first to the third person and back.
The following Egyptian magical spell against hemorrhage alludes
to the mythical battle between Seth and Horus by describing only a small
fraction of the story. Names are involved, but there are few details:
Backwards, you who are on the hand of Horus! Backwards, you
who are on the hand of Seth! The blood that comes forth from
Wmv was warded off; the red blood that comes forth at the
moment (wnw.t) is warded off! Have you ignored the dam?
Backwards you, from Thoth!
2
Here the "you" in the first two lines is the blood upon the hands of Horus
and Seth after the battle; in this case it was enough to mention only a small
symbolic aspect of the myth, the blood, yet through mention of the blood
the power implicit in the entire story was called into play over the
hemorrhage. The magical spell, "by making references to battles which
took place in the divine world, drives off harmful influences ...as Horus
saved himself from his killer brother, Seth." 3 During the performance of
magical spells the mythical sphere is created by the magician any way he
sees fit; subtle mention of mere parts of a myth is a testimony to the
"deeper underlying inter-relationships" 4 and recognizability of well-
1 Throughout this section the possibility that the lacuna in line 26 names Isis should be
kept in mind. As noted in Part 11, the Gea r\ ev ran oi)p[av]an(lines 20-21) also intimates
that names are involved here, but there is simply no direct evidence.
2 Borghouts #3O.
3 Jacq42.
4 Borghouts ix, n. 12.
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founded mythological stories as a whole. Whether or not names were
used in the exemplum of P. Berol. 21243, the paucity of detail described
there is paralleled here.
By far the most Egyptian element in the mythological exemption of
P. Berol. 21243 is the identification of the human with the divine by
dramaturgic means. Such role-transformation is a constant occurrence in
Egyptian magic. "In these spells, the person to be protected or helped is
identified with the protagonists of a suitable myth. This act of
identification transfers a human problem to the sphere of the gods, so that
cosmic forces such as heka [magic] can be used to resolve it."5 An ancient
Egyptian spell against headache serves as a useful example here.6 The
magician, acting out a story of Horus with a headache, imitates or plays
the role of Isis in the myth by applying a salve to the left foot of the patient
who (because of his headache) plays the role of Horus. This process
accomplishes essentially the same result as the characteristically Egyptian
formula commonly recited in charms from the Greek magical texts: eyco
eipi.7 The mortal magically achieves divine status (thereby gaining divine
power) by proclaiming these words.8 The eycb eigi formula may in fact be
an actual translation into the Greek of a phrase common in numerous
ancient Egyptian magical texts: "I am one of you." This übiquitous
5 Pinch, Magic in Ancient Egypt 23.
6 Jacq 116 (from the spell Djed-her mentioned above (line 39), a fourth century AD
inscription on a "healing statue" of Djed-her, the guardian of the doors of the temple of
Athribis [Jacq 16]).
7 Frankfurter 20.
8 Morenz 230 ff.
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formula occurs more than twenty times in the few (but exemplary) ancient
Egyptian magical spells in Borghouts' collection, 9 and may actually be an
ancient Egyptian temple formula. 10
However, in saying that the role-reversal of the historiola is mere
transferral of power through "play-acting" is perhaps to trivialize what is
really happening as the mortal assumes a divine persona. The Egyptian
religious culture took such role-reversal very seriously; 11 the human
participant in a magical spell containing the eyco dpi formula is not just
following certain stage directions or putting on a mask to hide his
mortality by reciting a mythological exemplum a mortal simply becomes
the divine. We see such pure metamorphoses manifest in other areas of
Egyptian religion as well. For example, in Egyptian theology at his death
a mortal undergoes transformation into the divine Osiris, the lord of the
Dead. A dead man simply is the god. Perhaps the eyco dpi formula is a
simple method of "divine self-disclosure," 12 but it is enough for the
present discussion to note that this revelatory formula is an Egyptian
element seriously founded in ancient religious and magical tradition. The
Berlin spell takes this identification between the mortal and the divine one
step further by implying that such role-transformation has taken place
9 Cf. Borghouts # 3,16, 20, 39, 60, 61, 73, 80, 90, 91, 98, 99,106,113,115,117,124 b, 130,
133, 145. As an example I cite a spell against scorpion bite: "If <you> bite -1 am Osiris! If
you take me along -1 am Horus! lam the snake that came forth from Heliopolis!"
(Borghouts #106); cf. also Borghouts #2: "in case you seize my feet, I am Mortu! In case
you kill me, I am Osiris!"
Vanderlip 86. For a demonstration of the prevalence of this formula in Hellenistic




through dramaturgy. Simply by self-identification with a divine figure in
the Berlin spell, the client assumes divine persona.
Other ancient Egyptian magical spells set precedence for the lack
of specific identification between the mortal client and the divine until
their final lines. In one spell the client does not reveal the divinity he
impersonates until the last line when he states that he has assumed the
powers of Horus by reciting in his voice; 13 it is important to note in this
spell that the client uses the first person pronoun in the beginning of the
charm and recites in a first person voice even though his identity has not
yet been revealed. This reminds us of the perhaps unspoken identity of
the client in P. Berol. 21243 assumed by the transformation involved in
taking on the persona of a divine figure through speech. An explicit
disclosure of identity also occurs late in another ancient Egyptian magical
spell against snakebite in which the man poisoned is identified with Osiris
only in the final line. 14 In one dramaturgic spell the client remains
explicitly unidentified for the entirety of the charm: 15
13 Borghouts' #113: A mouth against mouth, a tooth against tooth! Re guards <the>
poison of the scorpion which I have made of clay, <its> base being of turquoise, which I
have put on you [... with (?) a bundle (?)] of hdn-plants until I release the one whose
body is mysterious! Come forth at my utterance, according as [l] have said; I am Horns,
who made you! Break out, scorpion!
14 Borghouts #114: Backwards, retire, evil poison! Do not harm any limbs of this man
who suffers. He is that god, the lord of the night. Let the poison have no power over
him. He is the Evil One, the lord of the gloom who is in the background, having
descended into darkness. He is the fourth hour, the fourth udjat-eye (?), the one whose
spending of light is high that means, Ernutet in this hour. <This> man who is




'<My> belly!' said Horns, 'What?' said Isis. And Horus said: '<l>
have eaten a golden abdu- fish on the border of the pure pool of Re!'
And Isis said: 'So he is the one who has eaten a golden abdu- fish on
the border of the pure pool of Re? So [he] spends the day lying
suffering from his belly? And does the Little Ennead [weep]
because of the suffering of his belly, the Unwearying Soul<s>?'
This spell is to be said, written on a new dish <in> yellow ochre.
To anoint with honey and to wash a man who suffers from his
belly.
Clearly the poor man who has indigestion assumes the persona of Horus
here, but nowhere is it recited explicitly, not even through the common
eyco dpi formula. The dramaturgy of the final section of Column 1 in P.
Berol. 21243 offers the same implicit identification between the client and
the god. These various parallels in structure between the ancient Egyptian
magical spells and the Berlin papyrus suggest that perhaps a specific
statement like eyco dpi was not always necessary for role-reversal between
divine and mortal to take place in magic. The name of the assumed
divinity need only be recited once or the operator need only speak in the
voice of the god for divine identification to occur. These spells then may
support a more Egyptian reading of the exemplum of P. Berol. 21243.
Moreover, a few spells in Borghouts' collection offer precedent for
the shifting narrative structure of the mythological exemplum found in P.
Berol. 21243 by offering simple first person narrative broken by
commentary in the third person. I refer to one ancient Egyptian spell as
an example (Borghouts #36). 16 In the first part of this spell ritual speech of
16 Borghouts #36: 'I am Horns hurrying over the desert to the place that is aflame.' 'See,
a fire! His upperpart is afire, his lower part is afire; there is no place where he can escape
from it!' 'Water is far away; the fire is saying; "be afire!(?)" The doors are closed. Would
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a god is recited; immediately following in a line of third person
descriptive narrative Isis arrives, and recitation, now explicitly identified
as hers, continues the spell. The narrative structure as well as the identity
of the god in this spell are notable here. This structure parallels lines 20-22
of the historiola in P. Berol. 21243 in which the client recites as a god; the
goddess is then described in third person narrative as looking down from
heaven over him and the completed action.
Another spell to ward off scorpions is also relevant in this
discussion of narrative structure. 17 The title is followed by a parenthetical
command: "words to be spoken," and the spell begins with the
identification between the client and a god. After this identification occurs
however, entire paragraphs of recitation in the first person continue with no
longer any references to proper names. In addition these first person
narratives are occasionally broken by brief narrative commentary in the
third person. This narrative (switching back and forth from first person
recitation in the voice of a god to third person commentary) resembles the
narrative of the Berlin text. In addition, this Egyptian spell offers
structural evidence that indeed the lacuna at line 26 of P. Berol. 21243 does
that <1 had> the goddess Isis here at the moment, then she would set me in the (right)
way with her powerful spell!'
The goddess Isis came to the place where this god was: 'here I am behind you
with <my> spell! One (?) is going to hack up your place. Your enemies will extinguish
themselves for you it is (full) with the water of my mouth. A mystery in a place of
flame! Do not afflict him, do not afflicthim, do not produce a foul fluid, do not produce
a white fluid, do not produce worms!'
17 Borghouts # 90.
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contain reference to a proper name that is simply not mentioned for the
remainder of the first person narrative.
A Spell for Warding off a Scorpion. Words to be Said:
I am Isis. I had come from the spinning-house where my brother
Seth had put me ... I went out at the time of evening and seven
scorpions went out behind me. They took the lead for me. Tfn and
Bfn were close behind me, Mstt and Msttf under my palanquin, Ptt,
Ttt and Mett keeping the road free for me. I urged them strongly
and my words penetrated into their ears: 'do not know the black
one, nor greet the red one; do not distinguish between the well-
born son and the humble one. Keep your faces down on the road!
Be careful not to give a lead to the one who is searching for me
until we have arrived at the 'House of the Crocodile', the 'Town of
the Two Sisters', the beginning of the marshes, the hinterland of
DbY
...
And Isis put her arms on the boy, to restore life to the one
whose throat was oppressed ... The fire is extinguished and
heaven is calm on account of the name of Isis, the goddess.
The Berlin exemplum reads similarly. The client, assuming the persona of a
divine figure, recites a speech in the first person and in the past tense
(lines 16-20);18 his speech ends, and a third person narrative begins (line
20-22). Moreover, another similarity between P. Berol. 21243 and this
ancient Egyptian spell is evident. The last line of the Egyptian spell, "and
heaven is calm on account of the name of Isis, the goddess," reflects a
successful outcome of the magical charm and reminds us of the"success" of
18 Concerning such use of the past tense in the mythological exemplum, another ancient
Egyptian spell offers an interesting parallel: the spell, a charm against poison, consists in
a speech of Horns in which he describes his actions only with the past tense; it is also
noteworthy that the spell concludes with the formulaic identification between the human
and the divine: "I am!" (Borghouts #145: "From Shedenu I have come; I have gone forth
at daybreak at the voice o the lord of everything himself, on that day of turning upside
sown on the fields at the words of Atum. I have ensured your safeguarding as a son. I
have been hailed when <l> came in that name of mine, "Avenger-of-his-father." I have
placed my arms behind Re, etc.)
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the Berlin spell reflected in lines 20-22 of the exemplum : f| 9ea r\ ev ran
o\)p[av]a)i auxov 7ipOK[a]xise mi e[y]evexo a\)xco[i 7i]avxa mxa \jA)xr|v.
Presumably, the client believed he would get what he wanted.
Such parallels in structure give a more Egyptian tone to the
mythological exemplum of P. Berol. 21243; in addition to supporting the
theory that the myth behind the historiola is an Egyptian myth (and
perhaps the myth of Isis and Osiris), these ancient Egyptian spells offer
precedent for certain elements of the narrative structure of the myth that
appear opaque at first glance. Moreover, the Egyptian tone provides a
vivid contrast with the preceding lines, the Hellenic apple charm (lines 5-
14); the differences of these ethnic topoi appear only more distinct in such a
juxtaposition, and the fusion of the Greek and Egyptian elements here
creates a syncretistic flavor that flows through the rest of the papyrus.
Although orality and recitation were inherent in Greek culture and
Greek magical practice, 19 the performative aspect of the mythological
exemplum and the rest of the Berlin papyrus can be seen in an Egyptian
light as well. The ancient Egyptian magical tradition was intimately
bound to recitation;20 one general title for ancient Egyptian magic was
"the art of the mouth." 21 Certain Egyptian divinities themselves exhibit
19 Even from the early time when Greek defixiones consisted entirely of names, for
example, it can be assumed that an oral incantation was recited at some time during the
preparation of the defixio (Faraone, C. "Aeschylus' b(ivocBec|iioc (Eum. 306) and Attic
Judicial Curse Tablets," JHS 105 (1985), 153 and n., 21). The oral recitations were then
canonized in writing primarily during Roman times (Petropoulos, J. "The Erotic Magical
Papyri," Proceedings of the XVIII the International Congress of Papyrology (Athens 1988) II:
215).
20 Ritner, R. Ancient Egyptian Magical Practice, 22-24, 35-49, n. 95, n. 98.
21 Pinch 68.
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close connections with speech. The divinity manifestly associated with
Egyptian magical practice, heka, is allied with recitation, and Thoth, the
god of writing (or the god of what is spoken as read) is often referred to as
"excellent of magic" in his capacity as "lord of hieroglyphs." 22 We have
seen Thoth (Hermes) serve this function in the introduction to Column 1
of P. Berol. 21243 already (lines 1-5) in which the upcoming love-spells
were allied with an exotic and powerful magical past simply by their
connection to Hermes-Thoth and his ancient temple in Heliopolis, the
sacred storehouse of his holy writings. In ancient Egyptian magic the
most important offering to a divinity (peret kheron) literally means "that
which comes forth at the voice,"23 and even certain ancient Egyptian
creation stories center around the concept that spoken word alone can
give life to matter. One of these stories describes Ptah of Memphis who
created all things by pronouncing their names. Such a connection
between the identity of an object and the word used to describe it is
fundamental in Egyptian religious thought; simply by saying something,
it is brought into being. 24 The Greek magical texts consistently carry on
this Egyptian recitative tradition by employing mythical narratives and
other speech-acts recited for efficacy. The mythical exemplum of P. Berol.
21243 follows this pattern nicely simply by reciting the mythical story,
the client's wish is brought to fruition.
22 Ritner 35-38.
23 Jacq 21.
24 Morenz 163-5. Cf. also Jacq ix-x and Martinez 98-99. Of course, identity found in
names is a world-wide belief. Cf. Foucart, George, s.v., ''Names (Egyptian,)" Hastings'
Encyclopedia ofReligion and Ethics, vol. 9 (New York 1911) 151-55.
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The mythological exemplum is not the only section of P. Berol. 21243
that exhibits Egyptian tendencies, however. We have already noted the
pure Egyptian quality of the headache charm, the myths surrounding Isis
and Osiris, the narrative structure of the historiola, threats against the
divine, and some characteristics of Isis, but in the context of magic Isis
deserves more comment here. One of Isis' most common epithets is
"Great of Magic (heka);"25 in the Pyramid Texts Isis was the "supreme
magician" who used her magical power to restore the decayed limbs of
Osiris after his death. Because of this success she was "regarded as the
possessor of the most secret knowledge." 26 Throughout Egyptian
theology Isis has at her disposal all the magic the earth god Geb gave her,
and by the late first millenium BC Isis appeared in mythology with her
son Horus "overcoming the Followers of Seth by spells."27 Isis' position as
goddess of magic was well established by the Augustan period; surely her
powerful magical reputation colors the spells in P. Berol 21243 with a
further Egyptian tone.
In P. Berol. 21243 however, Isis is explicitly connected with the
Greek goddess Aphrodite. In column 2 (lines 4-8) Isis appears in a
reference to her mythology; at the end of the spell (column 2, line 25)
Aphrodite is invoked. A similar pattern emerges in column 1 the end
of the "Greek" apple-spell contains an invocation to Aphrodite
(KuTcpoyeveia xeAei xeAiav emoiBf|v, line 13) and the tentative
26 Cf. Borghouts # 81.
Jacq xiii; Pinch 29.
27 Pinch 29.
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reconstruction of line 26 reveals an invocation to a Ttoxvia oea, probably
Isis.28 These striking invocations point toward the double-identity of the
two goddesses who were inextricably syncretized by the Augustan period
in written documents including the magical texts.29 Even as far as Paphos
Isis was said to bear typical epithets applied to Aphrodite: ayvf|, sta,
fiTiia. 30 The fused personae of the two goddesses appeared in iconography
as well as dedications of temples.31 By far the clearest example of a
syncretistic dedication to Isis occurs in the first of Isidorus' Hymns to Isis;
he states that Greeks and Egyptians worship the same Isis under
multitudinous names:
f/EAAr|V£c 5’ "Hpr)v f\s’ ’AcppoBrrr|[v
Kal 'Eaxfav ayaof]v, koci 'Peiav, Kai Afigr|xpa,
Aiyxmxiot 5e Oichnv, oxi |_io\)vri ei ax> amaa[i
ai imo xwv eOvcbv o£ai aXXai (I. 21-24).
It is important to make a general observation here however, namely that
during Hellenistic times many of these Egyptian divinities were
interpreted in ways most comprehensible to their Greek audience; in the
Isiac aretalogies and other religious and magical texts characterization of
such syncretized deities leaned more toward their Greek functions and
28 Suggested by Merkelbach in Suppl. Mag. 1120. In further support of this connection,
the meter of the reconstructed line 26 ([cb] tcotvioc 9ea i[ ) matches the meter of line 13
(Kuttpoyeveta xeXei emoibriv).
29 Cf. PGM VII. 385-89, for example. Of course, Isis was syncretized with just about
every goddess,but here in the context of erotic magic her role as Aphrodite is especially
relevant. For more information concerning the syncretism of the Hellenistic period cf.
Pomeroy, Women in Hellenistic Egypt: from Alexander to Cleopatra. Detroit 1990;Fraser,
Ptolemaic Alexandria. Oxford 1972; Bowman,Egypt after the Pharaohs: 332 B.C. -A.D. 642
from Alexander to the Arab Conquest. London 1986.
30 P. Oxy. 1380, 86.
31 For particularly rich references, cf. Griffiths, J. G. The Isis Book 149-50.
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qualities. In keeping with these syncretistic tendencies Isis' "form and
characteristics were adapted to suit Greek requirements and Greek
imagination."32 And of course, in a Greek context of "love" such as the
charms of P. Berol. 21243, the most logical goddess to syncretize with Isis is
Aphrodite.
I call such blending a movement toward "Hellenized
Egyptianism;" it is very apparent in the syncretism of the two goddesses,
but in P. Berol. 21243 it also appears in the figure of Helios. As noted
above, it is possibile that the Egyptian deity Horus and the Greek Helios
are connected in Column 2, line 9ff. It is useful, then, to consider Helios'
specific role in Greek myth and in particular, his connection to magic. In
Greek myth Helios is son of the Titan Hyperion; the Titans lived in the
nether world and served as intermediaries between the heavens and earth
deities like Helios who rise and set exemplify the intermediate state
between heaven and earth as well. 33 Moreover, in this context Helios is
often associated with Hekate as a moon godddess; she plays a pre-eminent
role throughout Greek magical texts. Most important however, Helios
functions as a Greek god of oaths.34 Oaths were originally a form of
"magical" binding, especially in competitive contexts such as athletic
contests or judicial cases. Helios appears as guardian of oaths as early in
Greek myth as Homer,35 and he also is tied to the mythology surrounding
32 Morenz 248.
33 Parry 73-74, 77.
34 Brown, N. Hermes the Thief. (New York 1947) 8, n. 2.
35 Parry 78; cf. 11. 3. 277,19. 259.
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the family of Aietes and Medea, a myth crucial to the foundation of early
Greek magical thought. 36 Thus, in light of this evidence, Helios' function
as a Greek god of magic may serves to highlight the syncretistic nature of
his role as a Greek and an Egyptian deity in P. Berol 21243.
However, this evidence concerning Helios comes from literary
sources, not from the Greek magical texts themselves. The evidence for
the Greek connection to Helios is rather weak in light of his role in the
magical texts, especially PGM 111. This lengthy collection of hymns and
magical spells offers a radically syncretized version of Helios; he is
invoked as a sun-god at the same time as the powers of numerous other
gods from other traditions are called into play. He appears together with
such diverse divinities as lao, Raphael, Abrasax, Michael, Sabaoth, and
Adonai37 and although Helios is connected with Horus at one point, 38
the characters of all these deities in the text are so conflated that they seem
almost indistinguishable at times. From this evidence it is logical to
conclude that for the most part in the magical texts (including P. Berol.
21243) Helios is one of the many manifestations of the übiquitous solar
deity.39 The solar identity of Helios suggests a further coherence in P.
Berol 21243, namely the juxtaposition between the Sun (Helios and his
36 Parry 78.
37 PGM 111. 197-230, 633-686, for example.
38 PGM 111. 672.
Nevertheless, in light of the early date of P. Berol. 21243 Helios' connections to Horns
noted above should not be overlooked, especially since the texts mentions Isis and Osiris,
Homs' parents, immediatelybefore the appearance of the hymn to Helios.
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various manifestations) and the Moon (Isis). Isis is equated with the moon
in Plutarch's description of Isis and Osiris as well as by Apuleius. 40
Thus, the spells of the Berlin papyrus are neither wholly Greek nor
Egyptian in subject and structure they reflect a subtle fusion of both
magical traditions. The Egyptian elements of P. Berol. 21243 point toward
"the evidence for the dependence of these texts [the Greek magical papyri]
upon the Egyptian milieu in which they were composed." 41 The
syncretistic nature of these spells leads to a discussion of the difficulty in
distinguishing between Greek and Egyptian elements during the late
Hellenistic and Roman periods; this problem affects nearly every
investigation of late Hellenistic life, not only analyses of belief systems of
the period. 42 In the realm of literary hymns and spells written in Greek
that employed aspects of Egyptian myth and recitative structure, for
example, translation from texts of another culture neccessarily involved
interpretation to some degree. Egyptian ideas articulated in Greek
"inevitably acquired new dimensions and lost old ones."43 How does
such a variegated text as P. Berol. 21243 fit into the overall evolution of
40 Plut. De. Is. et Os. 52. 43 (=372D14ff.); Ap. Met. 11.3.
41 Ritner 135.
42 This problem iscomplex in the study of ethnics, for example. The ethnic status of
persons claiming Greek names in the third century BC is fairly well established, but after
this early period, the ethnic status of such persons becomes less clear. Often it can be
proven that certain people, especially those of Egyptian origin living near or in a Greek
town, adopted Greek names for reasons of status and reputation. Cf. Samuel, A. "The
Greek Element in Ptolemaic Bureaucracy," in the Proceedings of the XII International
Congress ofPapyrology (Toronto 1970) 441-53; also Lewis, N. Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt:
Case Studies inthe Social History of the Hellenistic World. Oxford 1986; Goudriaan, K.




such texts? As we have noted, the Isis and Osiris myth in the love-spell of
column 1 reflects certain acute similarities to the Homeric Hymn to Demeter,
and the apple motif is distinctly Hellenic, yet certain structural aspects of
the mythological narrative found in the same column are Egyptian; the
love-charm of column 2 likewise contains Egyptian mythological
references with divinities subtly connected to Greek theology, and the
entire papyrus ends with a manifestly Egyptian headache charm. The
Egyptian elements and the Greek motifs are blended yet still distinct in the
spells, and this clarity may point to the early date of the text, a time when
the mythological, structural, and thematic elements of Greek and Egyptian
magical practice had begun to coalesce but their boundaries had not yet
become blurred.
The evolution of the Isiac aretalogies, a "translator's approach to
the expression of Egyptian religious material in Greek,"44 may offer a
useful evidence for this discussion. The earliest Greek hymns to the
goddess, the Hymns of Isidorus from the first century BC, hearken back
"to the Greek epic-poetic tradition." Isodorus states that he has translated
into Greek an Egyptian story,45 yet he uses Greek epic words like eriv and
r)£v (IV. 21) and ucavec (111. 23) 46 There are also, however, distinct Koine
elements in the Hymns. For example, Isodorus makes frequent use of






classical general conditional-relative clauses.48 In Isidorus' aretalogies
then, we have Egyptian material expressed in the Greek language of both
past and present; the Egyptian attributes of Isis are praised along with her
other characteristics adopted from the Greek pantheon. These qualities of
style and syncretism mirror the blending of Greek and Egyptian elements
in P. Berol. 21243.
Later Isiac aretalogies offer a more abstract example of the process
of textual interpretation and change that occurred over the centuries of the
Ptolemaic and early Roman periods. The Cyme aretalogy (I Cyme. 41; 11/1
C. BC) is the earliest of a group of Isiac hymns based upon an Egyptian
stele at Memphis.49 The next aretalogy in this group is a hymn from
Andros dating to the first century BC; even at this early stage the Andros
text reflects a more advanced presentation of the Egyptian stele than the
Cyme aretalogy. The language has moved away from translation toward
interpretation. 50 Further along in this process is an aretalogy from
Maroneia on the coast of Thrace (late I C. BC). This text likewise derives
from the Memphis text but further departs from the original by casting the
hymn in the second person address and emphasizing the personal aspect
of the dedicator's relationship with the goddess. The Maroneian aretalogy
also drops all references to Egyptian place names.51
4® Vanderlip 101.




Such evolution from pure translation to interpretive hymns based
upon an ancient text offer a framework in which to consider various
aspects of P. Berol. 21243. Hellenic elements within the spell such as the
apple charm in Column 1 are true to their Greek parallels in literature for
example, yet other Hellenic elements, like the deities Aphrodite and
Helios for example, may exhibit more blending with Egyptian deities of
the period. The same can be said for the Egyptian elements of the
papyrus. The headache charm and the threats against divinities of
Column 2 are distinctly Egyptian in tone and language, yet the mythology
involved in certain sections of the papyrus, most notably the Egyptian
myth of Isis and Osiris, is blended with a more personalized Hellenic
theme immediately following the myth. Such subtle blending of traditions
may in fact be a function of the early date of P. Berol. 21243. Many later
magical papyri do not exhibit the literary nature of early Greek spells
evident in P. Berol. 21243, and Egyptian structural elements of later charms
seem more difficult to extract as well. 52 These distinct cultural elements
merged into a mere sixty lines of text testify to the cooperative stage of the
Graeco-Egyptian magical tradition of the late Hellenistic and Roman
periods.
52 Many more overt examples of "cultural borrowings" appear in the Greek Magical
Papyri; Often actual Egyptian ritual actions were employed in the Greek texts. For
example PGM IV. 2967-3006 exhibits many ritual similarities to Papyrus Salt 825 (=
Papyrus BM 10051); both texts name plants efficacious for rituals and continue by
equating the deity or daimon from whom the plant derives its efficacy (Ritner 39-40). In
addition the ancient Egyptian motif of subjugation of enemies by carving their image on
sandals or footstools is also present in the Greekmagical papyri.
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